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Jt harmony known only to one
HI sing you a song of college days, a single theme drawn from a
varied collection of mixed chords, tempos and moods. From all
places its notes, torn from scattered voices, gather, arrange them-
selves and enter, some to grope, sortie to stumble, others to glide
freely, but all from their places to enrich the growing modulation.
Skilled hands appear, to guide, to coax, to shape. Shades of
dissonance are chipped away: the notes ring clearer and truer. A
beat falls into a rhyme and iveaves its way forward with easy grace.
It finds a quick tempo, breaks off into a sudden ticist. then checks
itself and flows into a measured, solemn chant. It judges, it dis-
covers, and it rejects. It pauses to listen, then it sings again with
a sound more pure and certain. The theme drives forward, crashes
into the iveighty and slips into the obscure, but begins again to
swell. The rhythm surges more profound and even, ready to enter
into the future. The composition is complete: the melody is one.
our song of our years, our song of Merrimack.

Jrorn buildings does our song burst
Our music is formed within these walls and it
tells of them and of the long hours spent in
classes . . .
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and of the endless notes and of the restlessness of hot days and of
white towering columns and also of the serenity and quietness of
holy places . . .
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Sung within these walls . .
.
MERRIMACK COLLEGE
*k
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VICE-
PRESIDENT
New to Merrimack, the Reverend John Aherne, O.S.A..
as Vice-President, exercises firm and confident control
over the academic operations of the College. In this
capacity, Fr. Aherne acts as an assistant to the President
in the formation of school policies and as an intermedi-
ary between the faculty and the executive hoard of the
College. It is through his personal understanding of
the problems of both the faculty and students that Fr.
Aherne is able to satisfy the requirements of his office.
For the admirable work he has been doing the gratitude
of the students is extended to him.
The promulgation and enactment of the policies of
Merrimack College are largely the responsibility of one
man, the Very Reverend \ intent A. McQuade, O.S.A.,
Pli.D., our distinguished Father President. His guiding
hand coordinates the varied activities of Merrimack
College and controls its blueprint for rapid growth.
This guidance has resulted in an educational achieve-
ment which is a monument to this man. His unselfish
devotion to the best interests of the college and its stu-
dents merit him the sincere appreciation and gratitude
of all.
PRESIDENT
Administration with wisdom and foresight is an invaluable
asset to any institution. The history of Merrimack College, both
materially and intellectually, testifies to the ability and devo-
tion of its administrators, the Board of Trustees. Their super-
vision over the growth of our college, and their control of its
policies has been firm, unselfish and capable. For their efforts
on our behalf, we are grateful.
From left to right: Rev. Vincent A. McQuade, O.S.A., Rev.
Paul M. Judson, O.S.A., Rev. Edward J. Carney, O.S.A., Rev.
John J. Daley, O.S.A., Rev. Henry B. Smith, O.S.A., Rev.
Thomas F. Walsh, O.S.A., and Rev. Patrick J. Rice, O.S.A.
BOARD OF
TRUSTEES
PRIOR
The Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A., is Prior of the
Monastarv of Our Lady of Good Counsel at Merri-
mack College. Under his capable guidance the Au-
gustinian Fathers at Austin Hall live by the true
Christian spirit and by the motto of Merrimack—
“through knowledge to wisdom.” His responsible
fulfilling of this important office is appreciated by
both the priests and the students.
ADMINISTRATORS
Richard Cardinal Cushing is admired and respected
throughout the world as an outstanding leader of the
Church. Students of Merrimack owe a special debt of
gratitude to his untiring zeal and generosity, for it was
due to his interest in the furtherance of American
Catholic college education that Merrimack College was
founded. His guidance lias seen this institution, within
the span of sixteen years, achieve international repu-
tation.
The Very Reverend James A. Donellon, O.S.A., A.B..
M.S., Ph.D.. serves the Augustinian Order and those
under its care in several capacities. He is Prior Pro-
vincial of the Province of Saint Thomas of \ Ulanova,
elected by a vote of qualified Province members. As
such, he is in charge of the many parishes and semi-
naries in the Eastern Province and is directly responsible
to Rome. Father Donellon has special significance for
Merrimack as Chairman of its Board of Trustees, a task
especially challenging in the growing years of our
school.
MARIANO ARCONADA, O.S.A.
Assistant Professor, Languages
Universidad del Escorial, 1916-23;
Royal College of Alfonso XII, El
Escorial, 1923-25.
JUNE F. BRODERICK
Assistant Professor, History
A.B., Merrimack College, 1956; M.A..
Boston University, 1957.
CHARLES O. AHONEN
Professor
Chairman, Department of Physics
B.S., Wayne Universi.y, 1939; M.S..
University of Michigan, 1940; Ph.D..
University of Michigan, 1945.
GERALD M. BARRY
Professor, Education
A.B., Holy Cross College, 1929; M.A.,
Boston College, 1946; M.Ed., Harvard
University, 1946.
EDWARD J. BURNS, O.S.A.
Professor
Chairman, Department of Economics
Dean of the Liberal Arts and Sciences
A.B., Villanova Universi y, 1937;
M.A., 1941; Ph.D., 1945; Catholic Uni-
versity.
DONALD X. BURT, O.S.A.
Chaplain
Assistant Professor, Philosophy
A.B., Villanova University, 1952; Au-
gustinian College, Washington, D.C..
1952-1956; M.A., 1956; Ph.D., 1960.
Catholic University.
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SALVATORE P. CARBONE
Instructor. Chemistry
B.S., St. Michael’s College, 1955: M.S..
Purdue University, 1958.
JUAN ANTONIO
HERNANDEZ CORUJO
Instructor, Languages
LL.D., University of Havana, 1932;
D.C.L., University of Havana. 1934.
R-e-a-l-l-y, Susan, carrying my books nun
add to your social status, but I won't prom-
ise that it will entitle you to membership
in the in-group.
BENJAMIN COGEN
Assistant Professor, Physics
A.B., 1957; M.A., 1960, Boston Uni-
versity.
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Directedby its composers . .
.
ERNEST F. COSTELLO, JR.
Associate Professor, Physics
A.B., Boston University, 1 94-9 ; M.S.,
1951; Ph.D., 1959, Lehigh University.
JACKSON DAVIS
Drama Director
Assistant Professor, English
B.A., Central College, 1940; M.F.A.,
Yale University School of Drama,
1947; Ph.D., Louisiana State Univer-
sity, 1962.
Leonard Desimone
Instructor, English
B.A., Merrimack College, 1957 ; M.A.,
Middlebury College, 1961.
MAURICE M. EDWARDS
Instructor, English
A.B., Wesleyan University, 1917;
M.A., Columbia University, 1922.
EZRA J. FENTON, O.S.A.
Dean of Admissions
Assistant Professor, Education
A.B., Villanova University, 1935; Au-
gustinian College, Washington, D.C.,
1935-38; M.A., Catholic University,
1939.
JOHN M. DRISCOLL, O.S.A.
Professor, f>hilosophy
A.B., Villanova University, 1948; Au-
gustinian College, Washington, D.C.,
1948-52; M.A., Catholic University,
1952.
LEO A. ERLON
Assistant Professor, Economics
B.S., Bradley University; M.A., Uni-
versity of South Carolina.
JOSEPH A. FLAHERTY, O.S.A.
Professor
Chairman, Department of English
A.B., St. Joseph’s College, Philadel-
phia, 1938; Augustinian College,
Washington, D.C., 1940-43; M.A.,
Catholic University, 1944; Ph.D.. Har-
vard University, 1949.
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FREDERICK J. GUERIN
Associate Professor, Chemistry
B.S., 1922; M.S., 1923; Massachusetts
Institute of Technology; Ph.D., New
York University, 1928.
JOHN R. HAVENER, O.S.A.
Instructor, Physics
A.B., Villanova University, 1952;
M.S., Catholic University, 1957.
LAURENCE D. FRIZELL
Professor
Chairman, Department of Chemistry
B.S., Bowdoin College, 1925; M.A.,
1932; Ph.D., 1933, Harvard University.
YVONNE GROUND
Assistant Professor, English
A.B., 1940; M.A., 1942, Stanford Uni-
versity.
JOSEPH L. HART
Assistant Professor, Biology
A.B.. Merrimack College, 1955; M.A..
University of Massachusetts, 1957.
STANLEY J. GOICZ
Assistant Professor, Languages
A.B., Holy Cross, 1938; Doctor en
Filosofia y Letras, Pontificia Univer-
sidad Catolica Javeriana, Bogota, Co-
lombia, 1954.
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FACULTY
CHARLES J. HUELSBECK
Associate Professor, English
A.B., Iowa State Teachers College,
1946; M.A., Colorado State College at
Greeley, 1948; M.S.L.S., University of
Wisconsin, 1953.
GEORGE J. KARAM
Instructor, Philosophy
A.B., St. Anselm’s College, 1956; M.A.,
Notre Dame University, 1959.
ANTONIO JORGE
Assistant Professor, Economics
B.A., Villanova University, Havana,
Cuba, 1952; Ph.D., Villanova Univer-
sity, Havana, Cuba, 1956.
THOMAS P. HOGAN
Associate Professor, Economics
B.S.C., University of Iowa, 1949; M.A.,
Boston College, 1951.
Every agent acts for an end,
there’s no end to a round table,
it, George, and eat.
but then
So forget
So you take the handle of the voting ma-
chine like this . . . and if you get an apple
and three pears, we’re in!
DONALD A. KEARNS
Professor
Chairman,
Department of Mathematics
A.B., Boston Universi'.y, 1947; M.A.,
Brown University, 1950; Ph.D., Bos-
ton University, 1955.
ROBERT D. KEOHAN
Assistant Professor, English
B.S. in B.A., Merrimack College, 1953;
M.S. in Journalism, Boston Univer-
sity, 1954.
STEPHEN F. LANEN, O.S.A.
Instructor, Religion
A.B., Villanova, 1924; A.M., Catholic
University, 1928.
Jn harmony with greatmen and ideas •
STEPHEN A. LEONE
Assistant Professor, Chemistry
B.S., 1951; M.S., 1953; Boston College;
Ph.D., University of New Hampshire,
1958.
ALPHONSE M. LESINSKAS
Assistant Professor, Classics
Marian College, Lithuania, 1930-34;
M.A., University of Vytaulas the Great
of Kavnas, 1939.
JOHN T. LAWLOR
Professor
Chairman, Department of Biology
B.S., University of Massachusetts,
1930; M.A., 1932, Ph.D., 1934, Harvard
University.
PAUL L. LONARDO
Assistant Professor, Languages
A.B., 1946, M.A., 1947, Boston Univer-
sity.
ROBERT J. McDUFF
Assistant Professor, English
B.S., Boston College, 1951.
MICHAEL T. McGINNIS, O.S.A.
Director of Athletics
Instructor, Religion
A.B., Villanova University, 1955; Co-
legio Internazionale Agostiniano S.
Monica, Rome, Italy, 1955-59.
IRENE McGRAVEY
Instructor, Chemistry
A.B., Emmanuel College, 1940.
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JAMES A. McGRAVEY
Assistant Professor, English
B.S., Boston University, 1936.
ALBERT MEDINA, O.S.A.
Instructor, Religion
B.S.E., Real Colegio Valladolid, 1928;
M.A., Catholic University, 1935.
PATRICIA J. McNULTY
Circulation, Reference Librarian
B.A., Merrimack College, 1959; M.S.
Simmons College, 1962.
HENRY J. MATTHEWS, O.S.A.
Assistant Professor, Religion
A.B., St. Joseph’s Studyhouse, Tilburg
1927.
james p. McLaughlin
Assistant Professor, Biology
A.B., Merrimack College, 1951; M.S..
Boston College, 1953.
WILLIAM E. MAGUIRE
Guidance Director
Assistant Professor, Education
A.B., Staley College, 1952; M.A., Suf-
folk University, 1955.
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FACULTY
Really, Bud, all I did was sit on the side
of the auditorium that used Crest and 1
came away with fewer cavities.
WILLIAM T. MONAHAN, O.S.A.
Assistant Professor
Chairman,
Department of Religion
A.B., Villanova University, 1948; Au-
gustinian College, Washington, D.C.,
1948-52.
WILLIAM J. MURRAY, O.S.A.
Dean of Men
Assistant Professor, Mathematics
A.B., Villanova University, 1943; Au-
gustinian College, Washington, D.C.,
194347; M.A., Villanova University,
1957.
ENNIS J. MONTELLA
Assistant Professor, Mathematics
A.B., 1950; M.A., 1956, Boston Col-
lege.
RAYMOND E. OZIMKOSKI
Associate Professor, Mathematics
B.S., 1946; M.S., 1947, Fordham Uni-
versity.
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They can't fool me — this isn’t Vic Taney’s
Protein Food. But I’ll fool them. I’ll eat it
any way and then run around the parking
lot a few times.
JOSEPH A. PAVELCAK
Assistant Professor, Mathematics
A.B., College of St. Thomas, 1951;
M.A., University of Masachusetts,
1957.
FREDERICK D. PETERSON
Assistant Professor, Sociology
A.B., Merrimack College, 1952; M.A..
Boston College, 1954.
NICHOLAS PSIHAS
Instructor, Philosophy
B.A., Wayne State University; M.A.,
Laval University, 1958; Licentiate, Ph.
L., Laval University, 1959.
Ofagespastandyet to eome . .
.
CHRISTIAN A. RETERA, O.S.A.
Assistant Professor, English
Ph.D., University of Amsterdam, 1949.
EDWARD G. RODDY, JR.
Assistant Professor, History
A.B., Harvard University, 1947; M.A.,
Georgetown University, 1953; Ph.D.,
Georgetown University, 1961.
THOMAS E. ROLANDO
Assistant Professor, Mathematics
Ph.D., University of Havana, 1941.
JOSEFINA G. ROLANDO
Instructor, Mathematics
Ph.D., University of Havana, 1956.
KURT ROTHSCHILD
Professor, Physics
Ph.D., Illinois Institute of Technology,
1947.
JOHN W. ROYAL
Assistant Professor, Mathematics
B.A., 1951; M.A., 1958, University of
Maine.
JAMES J. ST. GERMAIN
Professor, Political Science
Chairman,
Department of Social Sciences
Ph.B., Providence College, 1936; M.A.,
University of Connecticut, 1949.
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Now Paul, first you have to master the
fundamentals. Repeat after me: Five times
one is five, five times two is ten, five times
three is fifteen
. . .
PAUL A. SHEA
Associate Professor, Sociology
A.B., Tufts University, 1947; M.A.,
Catholic University, 1950.
JOHN H. SPURK
Instructor, History
B.S., Boston College, 1956; M.A., Uni-
versity of Strasbourg, 1957.
FRANK J. SEEGRABER
Librarian
B.A., Holy Cross, 1938; M.A., Colum-
bia University, 1943.
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STEPHEN J. STEPENUCK
Instructor, Chemistry
B.S., Merrimack College, 1959; M.S.,
Holy Cross, 1961.
PAUL C. THABAULT, O.S.A.
Assistant Professor, Languages
Registrar
A.B., Villanova University, 1941; Au-
gustinian College, Washington, D.C.,
1941-44; M.A., Catholic University,
1945.
ROSEMARY TWOMEY
Instructor, History
B.A., Merrimack College, 1961; M.A.,
Columbia University, 1962.
JACQUES TRAVERS
Instructor, Languages
Preparation Ecolc Nationale de la
France d’Outre-Mer, Paris, 1946; Li-
cense en droit, Paris, 1949.
THOMAS F. W ALSH, O.S.A.
Assistant Professor, Mathematics
A.B., Villanova University, 1931; Au-
gustinian College, Washington, D.C.,
1931-35; M.A., New York University,
1941.
JOHN J. WARREN
Professor
Chairman,
Department of Philosophy
A.B., LaSalette Seminary, 1950; M.A.,
Boston College, 1952; Ph.D., Laval
University, Quebec, 1954.
ROBERT WESSON, O.S.A.
Instructor, History
B.A., Merrimack College, 1956; M.A..
History, Villanova University, 1961;
M.A., Religious Education, Villanova
University, 1962.
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LYDIA T. CARSE
Assistant Professor, Secretarial Science
B.S.S., 1927; M.A., 1959 Boston Uni-
versity.
WILLIAM DeMALIA
Instructor, Accounting
B.S., B.A., Boston College, 1956; Cer-
tified Public Accountant.
"is
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SIMON E. LeGENDRE, JR.
Assistant Professor, Business Law
B.S., Boston College, 1939; LL.B.,
1947; LL.M., 1948. Boston University.
ieally. Lydia, why must you be so commercial? What difference does it
make whether or not Edgar Guest used a Smith-Corona?
FACULTY
John, if I’ve told yon once, I’ve told you
a hundred times ... if you take your pea-
nut butter straight, it sticks.
JAMES F. LIEBK.E
Assistant Professor
Business Administration
B.S. in B.A., Boston College, 1948;
M.B.A., New York University, 1952.
CATHERINE C. MEANEY
Professor, Accounting
Chairman, Department of Accounting
B.S., Simmons College, 1928; LL.B.,
Portia Law School, 1933; C.P.A., Mas-
sachusetts, 1953; M.E., Boston Univer-
sity, 1958.
VIRGINIA G. O’NEIL
Dean of Women
Associate Professor,
Secretarial Science
B.S., State Teachers College, Salem,
Massachusetts, 1943; M.Ed., Harvard
University, 1952.
ANNA RADZUKINAS
Professor
Chairman
Department of Secretarial Science
B.S., 1950; M.Ed., 1951, Boston Uni-
versity.
A cup of coffee, a piece of pie, a Harbrace
book and thou, beside me in the lunchroom.
THOMAS A. BURKE, O.S.A.
Associate Professor, Engineering
E.E., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
1933; Augustinian College, Washing-
ton, D.C., 1938-42: M.S., Catholic Uni-
versity, 1942; P.E., Massachusetts,
1959.
HI DONG CHAI
Instructor
, Electrical Engineering
B.S., E.E., University of Texas, 1960;
M.S., E.E.. Ohio State University,
1962.
WILLIAM R. GARRETT, JR.
Assistant Professor, Civil Engineering
Chairman,
Department of Civil Engineering
B.S. in C.E., The Rice Institute, 1947;
M.S. in C.E., Harvard University, 1951.
Jtt scaled measure ofrhythm and depth
MAJOR WILLIAM F. LONGWELL
U.S.A., Retired
Professor, Civil Engineering
B.S., U.S. Military Academy, 1923;
B.S. in C.E., University of Iowa, 1932;
M. in Engr., Yale University, 1944;
P.E., Massachusetts, 1947.
RALPH P. PARROTTA
Assistant Professor, Engineering
B.S., Northeastern University, 1943;
M.A., Boston College, 1949; M.S. in
M.E., Northeastern University, 1953.
GERALD J. KIRWIN
Assistant Professor,
Electrical Engineering
Chairman,
Department of Electrical Engineering
B.S. in E.E., Northeastern University,
1952; M.S. in E.E., Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology, 1955; P.E., Mas-
sachusetts, 1959.
WILLIAM E. HASKELL, JR.
Assistant Professor, Civil Engineering
B.S. in C.E., Tufts University, 1950;
M.S. in C.E., Northeastern University,
1957; Registered Land Surveyor, Mas-
sachusetts, 1958; P.E., Massachusetts,
1960.
Ah, Valentino, you’ve come at last.
ARTHUR H. MALLON
Associate Professor,
Civil Engineering
B.S. in C.E., Worcester Polytechnic
Institute, 1936; P.E., Missouri, 1947;
Massachusetts, 1952; M.S., Northeast-
ern University, 1959.
JOHN J. SIFFERLEN
Assistant Professor,
Electrical Engineering
B.S. in E.E., University of Notre
Dame, 1954; M. S., Northeastern Uni-
versity, 1959.
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i ou mean even among the cognoscente no one
has a dime for a cup of coffee? . . . No one?
Now students, when the door closes you 11 be on your
own. Remember, do good and avoid evil.
Wanted: one secretary. Must have faculties for hearin
confession. Apply at Chaplain’s office. Merrimac
College.
Now play fair, Fred, only one drag apiece.
30
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I sure un-rasa-ed his tabula! He thought
that Suarez was something you poured
brandy over, lit, and had for dessert!
The only advice 1 can give you, Whitney, is to see a good lawyer. That’s fifteen dollars . . . and you promised not
to rush me when 1 m passing.
FACULTY

Bewildered by the unfamiliar melody . . . uncer-
tain of its meaning, single dissonant notes seek a
place in the song. Insignificance mounts to the
tune of “Hey, Frosh, where's your beanie?” Ori-
entation . . . dances . . . the first serious discussions
and the first final exams . . . the end
-of the year
and suddenly the meaning is clear ... a place is
found. In this I hear the echo of a theme . . :» a
Prelude.
CLASSES
Row 1: B. Bulcroft, G. Bird, K. Franz, J. Buckley, J. Lavoie, B. Bresnahan, P. Dorsey.
Row 2: A. Finn, M. Carito, T. Cretella, D. Brown, T. Monahan, E. Matte, W. Per-
rone, R. Lloyd, D. Settany, J. Perocchi. Row 3: J. Ferraro, 1). \Y inton, M. Sorrente,
D. O’Neill, J. F. McAvoy, D. Baxter.
Row 1: N. Ambrose, D. Wilkins, S. Tomarchio, D. Macoul, D. Hamilton, C. Stewart,
A. Calderone, J. Ross, S. Hudson, C. Kasabuski. Row 2: R. Minichiello, E. Lubin,
B. Georges, M. Loftus, E. Cushing, C. Thibodeau, C. Kirk, M. Mullen, P. Murphy,
A. Amirault, E. Cooper, M. Hanagan, K. Keefe. Row 3: J. Fitzpatrick, F. Monahan,
R. Cunningham, T. McNally, P. Roberts, F. Sullivan, P. McCool, W. Rooney, J. Mc-
Carthy, J. DeCola. Row 4: A. Tymowicz, F. Earnshaw, D. MacDonald, R. O’Neill,
R. Kelly, R. Looney, R. Giggey, J. Hardiman, M. Maraphy, T. McManus, F. Romar.
Row 5: P. linegan, J. Quinn, S. Rizzo, T. Kiely, R. Haviland, R. Swanson, L. Hogan.
K. Wynn, P. Jordan, P. Luther.
Row 1: H. Lyons, G. Mistretta, K. Murphy, M. Talas, M. McCarthy, S. George,
M. Dufault, J. Furneaux, M. Devine, M. Peterson. Row 2: B. Burgess, D. Dube,
J. Cunningham, A. Coit, C. Maloy, R. Hamelin, W. Hickey, W. Scalpen, D. Mahoney,
A. Johnson. Row 3: R. Mascioli, W. 0 Brien, J. Poitras, T. Can. one, D. Stankatis,
R. McAllister, P. Weshonko, D. Yazbek. Row 4: H. Misserville, R. Montefusco,
L. Mahan, J. Rivet, A. Minahan, F. Jean, J. Mugaveno.
Rote 1: C. Sheehan, C. DeSilva, J. Baccari, B. Chylinski, R. Devaney, I). Ohrzut,
M. Flannagan, M. Donahue, A. Henwood, P. Corey. Rote 2: R. Furilla, R. Noonan,
L. Whelton, R. Morrill, I. Olson, M. Ivers, R. Polvin, W. Dwyer, G. Dufour, B.
Jellerson, L. Beston, I). Gallant. Row 3: J. Murphy, W. Freedman, R. Claise, J. Mr-
Gilvroy, C. Forbes, W. Donahue, M. Galgay, I). Anderson, J. Martin, J. Croucher,
J. Hilyard, D. Lenihan, J. Giordano. Row 4: G. Pelham, A. Walsh, G. Scollin, J. Ryan,
J. McGrath, P. Brady, D. Wilson, P. Trunfio, T. Smith, F. Sweeney, J. Tomashefsky,
S. Fournier. Row 5: R. McMahon, W. Todd, W. Finnerty, R. Montgomery, J. Ford,
F. Portur, D. Britten, G. Nowakowski, L. Majeski, R. Noonan, J. Windle, J. Wezowicz.
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FRESHMEN
And furthermore, if you hide my beanie
once more. I’ll . . . I’ll . . .
Ah, alone at last, I sit at thy feet sans
beanie, sans button, sans sophomore.
A typical co-ed wakes happily each morning to the inviting aroma of
a delicious breakfast served to her in bed.
I’m very sorry sir, but take this receipt, and we’ll have your Yogi Bear
coloring hook within days.
My name is— uh
is-inmmmnnn . .
go on to the n
maybe it’ll come
With the exception of this, my
daughter is a perfectly normal
American co*ed. And you ought
to see her go in the snow.
Easy boy, it may hurt at first,
but four years from now when
you leave this institution, you’ll
be a whole dog, a well-rounded
canine.
Members enrolled in ‘The Bet-
ter Goodies and Beverage Club’
practice vigorously the latest
method of grape pressing.
Row 1: M. Wells, N. Hall, P. Savoie, M. Mvskowski, Y. Daley, M. Saunders, S.
O’Donnell, K. Sheehy, M. LoPiano, M. Bonaccorso. Row 2: J. Quinn, R. Smith,
J. Majeski, P. Conom, J. Morley, A. Mitchell, B. Badolato, A. Regan, M. Campione,
N. LiPomi. Roiv 3: M. Murray, P. Adrien, T. Sambuceti, D. McGinley, K. McKelvy,
K. Murphy, G. Griffin, R. Goller, R. Gilroy, J. Pappalardo. Roiv 4: R. Deziel,
J. Colby, W. Milton, A. Romanowicz, L. Guay, F. Lomas, J. Przybyla, E. Madden,
R. Brennan, J. Castellano, J. Sheehan. Row 5: J. Murphy, R. Bernier, D. Martineau,
L. Panneton, C. Horan, J. Doherty, E. Ricarte, B. Noury, J. Kelsch, G. Curtin.
Row 1: B. Gilliam, E. Trenchard, R. DeMoranville, P. Middleton, M. Coogan,
C. Shanley, J. Hay, M. Drouex, N. Horan, M. Murray, J. Gilbert. Row 2: G. Robinson,
M. A. Szymborski, P. Newton, D. Fiaschetti, D. Baril, J. Heron, L. Rossi, P. Gauthier,
K. Stone, T. Kielt, E. Lamanna, D. Kilinski, E. Deveney, M. Gallagher, R. Tosches,
B. Rodrigues, B. Crosman, R. Collins, K. Giordano. Roto 3: D. Chamberlin, M. Wood,
A. Tempone, M. Riso, R. Harnish, N. Ramsden, F. Regan, J. Tobin, J. Adiletti,
G. Petraitis, J. Mullaly, W. Richardson, S. Ceccarelli, G. Scaturro, F. Cockroft,
A. M. Monahan. Row 4: P. Bordonaro, D. Hayden, J. Aoki, A. Sharrino, D. Mullane,
T. Bechard, D. Farmer, P. Smith, D. Smith, P. Lozier, J. Leighton, R. Schwartz,
J. Rutkowski, B. Warland. Row 5: R. Ray, C. Brucchi, R. Gardner, D. Husing,
J- Higgins, R. Despres, M. Stemmier, K. Todd, P. Loughlin, T. Raymond, H. Simpson,
F. LaBue, D. Minoque, D. Manning.
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Row 1: B. McCarthy, A. Dorgan, J. Cousineau, K. Duggan, B. McLean, P. Albert,
L. Hofer, L. Evers, M. Cirio, L. Gallagher, P. Finucane. Row 2: R. Disciullo, J.
Dunn, F. Antaya, M. Beavers, R. Cumberland, C. Barton, I). MacDonald, A. Erickson,
R. Egan, D. Jerry. Row 3: R. Linde, J. Siccardi, A. Herbert, J. Goughian, R. Marion,
J. Kendrick, P. Legendre, R. Hearn, L. Snyder, G. Wright, R. Danl, G. Kilbride,
C. Weis. Row 4: J. Booth, R. Daw ley, R. Erikson, J. Ohcrt, R. Steel, M. McNally,
R. DesRoches, J. Houlihan, R. Edmunds, M. Nelson, G. Morgan, I'. Mancuso. Row .
r
>
:
J. Osborne, C. Miklovich, J. Emery, F. Haddad, J. Clarke, I). Kaieh, J. Macklin,
T. O’Neil, A. Gazzaniga, L. Sylvester, T. Carlin, J. Walker.
Row 1: N. McCarville, E. Konavage, M. Mara, M. E. Allen, P. Bergin, P. Chadwick,
S. Grimes, S. Munce, B. Kievenaar. Row 2: M. J. Egan, G. DelRosso, J. Powers.
L. Pepi, M. Holbach, C. Rathgeber, C. Goepfrich, C. Spencer, J. Batson, A. Perreault.
N. Hill, M. Ryan, M. Howe. Row 3: D. Seibert, E. Doherty, D. Notrem, J. Durkin.
K. Connolly, M. Knell, A. Colbert, R. Carr, M. Ronco, V. McConnell, A. Sullivan.
K. Leon. Row 4: S. Greco, P. McHale, J. Dunford, P. Hagerty, T. Reiss, R. James,
R. Charpentier, G. Maeurer, J. DeMambro, R. Verrilli, W. Childs, L. Baxendale.
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... 0/beanies
and buttons
and bows . .
.
History of Europe, Philosophy 101, English
Composition, French 101 C. Modern Dance°.
. .
Modern Dance?
Let’s see—Monday, second-O'Reilly 302, fourth-
Sullivan 105, Tuesday, third-Sullivan 301,
fourth-ah-cafeteria. Oh-oh, Monday fourth is
Sullivan 204, no 202
. . . How many schedules
did you say we could fluh?
Oh c’mon, Father!
One History of Western Thoug
one Better Study Habits, one Mi
ern Mathematics, two spiral no
books, one wooden shovel, one pie
of charcoal.
“After all isn’t a home what you make it? No, it’s
the kids down the hall who make it noisy and the
landlord who makes it expensive.”
And then Juliet says, “Oh fortune,
fortune, all men call thee fickle.”
Hey, Jim, art thou fickle?
“Where did you get that hat? Where did
you get that smile? Wher’er you go they’ll
shout, Hello! Where did you get that hat?” Now look, I’ll give you a tip. Sign on
the dotted line for six fun-filled tvcek-
of sun and sand at Quantico.
Roiv 1: M. Cappetta, R. Cicchese, P. Roddy, V. Tobin, P. O’Keefe, J. Scott, B.
Gaughen, J. Anthony, N. Kauk. Rou- 2: H. Dougherty, D. Blowsky, V. Matthews.
M. Buckley, B. Johnson, A. Copperthwaite, M. Toohey, K. Connor, J. Heald, J.
Bentrup, S. Kwasnik, J. Koski, D. Fannon. Row 3: P. DelYecchio, M. Yurkovic.
J. McKenna, T. Manning, M. Eyr, G. Mullin, J. Carroll, G. Fox, P. Gallagher. Row 4:
R. Albanys, G. Lally, J. McAndrew, P. Firla, R. Roach, J. Malia, J. Burns, F. Gris-
wold, L. LaFreniere.
Rote 1: J. Mira, R. Lang, P. Tobit, L. Lattuga, H. Coffey, S. Arp, E. Scott, K. Borsody,
F. Bleeck. Row 2: L. MacDonald, R. Thabault, J. Leddy, K. Hirsch. P. Lachance,
H. Manning, S. McCauley, J. Goelz, B. McGuigan, J. Crescenzi, M. Power, J. Kim-
berly, M. Breen. Row 3: T. Uguccioni, M. Moore, J. Reardon, J. O’Neill, J. Dwyer,
R. Spickler, C. Topham, W. Marsden, R. Millea. Row 4: D. Levesque, P. Castagna.
D. Salce, C. Johnson, R. Conti, J. Johnson, P. Miele, J. Lapoint, R. Hare, F. Romano,
R. Morgan, R. Chauvin.
(I omnipotence
tsong—
ination
SCIMl
ves tempo
Beanies a memory . . . the present, a chant of pompons thought, hiyh
pitched giggles and crew-hats all in a row—Sophomores, the last of the
wise fools harvested every Fall . . . To the Freshman , profound, authoii-
tative, unavoidable nuisances. To others, humorous remmrflr* of the
past, sketched in mistaken wisdom. But to themseR>s, the grand illusion
of the noble ones crew-hatted into omniscience
Blast out your call—sound the trumpet . . . yo]
ened Freshmen to court to the refrain “Insubon
to the one great song, and quickens my melody.
iOPHn
Row 1: M. Mullen, B. Connelly, K. Viskovich, J. Gabrielski, J. Buchinskas, P.
Garbarino, R. Klimas, A. Twomey, T. Ivan, A. Biroschak. Row 2: J. Clary, L. Rug-
geri, J. Burroughs, N. Bachand, M. Kotler, L. Reibestein, D. Watts, T. Cassidy,
A. Hubert, C. Keefe, A. Sullivan, P. Wallace, M. D'Anlona, J. Rogalski, T. Misuraca.
P. Convery. Row 3: J. Ghiloni, K. Cahill, E. P. Richards, E. Griffin, J. Donahue,
R. Prior, D. Proulx, J. Ryan, P. Richard, P. Gilbert, W. Quinlivan, A. Tennien.
Roiv 4: J. Dinient, R. Johnson, J. Clifford, C. Tingley, R. Doucette, A. Higgins,
P. Eade, T. Eddy, J. McDonald, B. Mealy, R. Currier, J. Lawler, D. Verrill.
Row 1: E. Neems, B. Barnaby, J. Macdonald, M. Anthoine, D. Gandolfo, C. Loughlin,
C. Pratt, N. McAuley, J. Morse, F. Haniewich. Rote 2: S. Sullivan, A. Honey, D. Wild,
M. Brennan, A. Mulligan, G. Sullivan, P. Fuglesang, L. Simmons, S. Krystyniak,
V. Walker, P. Hollywood, N. O'Keefe, N. Galland, C. Collins, S. Ege, M. McNeil.
Row 3: H. D’Arey, D. Merchant, J. Daly, L. Thibeault, F. Flatley, R. DeYoung,
J. Collins, J. Barton, H. Thomas, J. Johnson, R. Mastromauri. Row 4: D. Walsh,
S. Smith, D. Donovan, G. Bagnall, J. McDermott, S. Young, D. McGrath, D. Douglas,
P. Manning, C. Ries, L. Champagne. Row 5: R. Drewr
,
R. Butzberger, C. Marciel,
A. Ladieu, L. Smialek, J. Jalbert, J. Greenhalge, R. Walsh, R. Daly.
Raw 1: M. Hurley, F. Caron, G. Punchion, A. Cussen, M. Casey, J. Armeen, M.
Brennan, M. Janocha, M. Friel, K. Burns, P. Berry. Row 2: G. Filzmaurice, M.
Fitzpatrick, S. DiVineenzo, F. Honnan, V. Henault, M. Gath, C. Bresnahan, V.
Gardula, J. Galante. Row 3: W. Herlihy, F. Driscoll, R. Grenier, J. Brennan, K. Cote,
D. Crivello, W. Gradzewicz, W. Burke, D. Gendron, E. Barraelough, E. Howe. Row 4:
J. Ellis, J. Franz, W. Condon, D. Carter, M. Hennessey, R. Hamel, 1). Dillon, P,
Groleau, E. Breton. Row 5: P. Battaglioli, B. Carroll, I). Buckley, W. Bochnak,
R. Fournier, R. Hubbard, R. Jorgenson, F. Gerasin, K. Higgins, L. Collopy, R.
Giroux, P. Dierauer.
Row 1: M. McKeon, A. Fitzpatrick, C. Credit, S. Stefan, M. Maxwell, J. Winskowicz,
J. Noval, B. Colburn, G. Wilde, P. Murphy, M. Neville. Row 2: J. Walsh, J. Sullivan,
R. Santagali, A. Leonardi, J. Shibel, J. Twomey, M. Stella, T. White, W. Toohey,
D. Hurd, V. Mariano. Row 3: A. McGuigan, B. Graham, E. Walsh, J. Sullivan,
J. Levergood, P. Lawton, L. Murray, F. Melia, J. Dolan, H. Smith. Row 4: B. Mc-
Grath, J Thompson, P. Wesson, R. Pilot, R. Preston, P. DeAvilla, R. Regan, F.
Quimby, D. McGravey, T. McDuffie, J. R. Landry, J. Kelley. Rote- 5: J. Gaudreau,
R. Mosscrop, J. Kellehcr, J. Erickson, R. Murphy, 1). Roberts, F. Ryan, I). Shine,
R. Spence, F. Dillon, D. Trainor, C. Collins, L. Twomey.
Somehow, we’re not so sure these
Sophomore hats are assets . . . this
orientation business is tiring.
Modern Chinese realist proverb say
:
Cool co’eds never die, they just
twist awav.
Gone is domestic tranquility . . .
Lucy Brown stole Linus’ blanket
and Haskell drowned in foam.
What kind of madness is this? We know the Freshmen sometimes take
orientation lightly and develop pie-in-the-sky ideas, hut now they’re
getting carried away to the ridiculous. They must know you're sup-
posed to go under the limbo stick.
SOPHOMORES
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Methinks I’ll wend my way
through the foggy mist to
yonder workshop and spend
my time till midnight sew-
ing red flannel drawers for
leprechauns. Ah, the woes
of working one’s way
through college.
I’ve been practicing for days and days, but
I just can’t seem to get a sound out of this
thing.
Well, this is as far as I go.
If someone wants to elope
with this girl that’s his
problem.
But, dahling, you don’t un-
derstand ... we haven’t got
a ticket . .
.
you see, a funny
thing happened to us on
the way to the dance.
Row 1: M. Vachon, M. Wirth, M. G. Pennisi, A. O’Connor, C. Morse, L. Marchetti,
M. Nevin. Row 2: N. Karcz, A. Cretella, N. Furnani, M. Hickey, E. Riley, C. Corrigan,
L. Geoffray, E. Sullivan. Row 3: D. Markey, J. O’Brien, R. Rosenkrans, P. Hardiman.
J. Litwin, W. Roche, K. Wilson, A. Szewczyk, D. Morisseau.
Row 1: E. Kinch, K. Rawson, R. Levesque, G. Luceri, R. Sullivan, A. Singleton,
P. Dempster. Row 2: F. Mahoney, R. Nadeau, E. White, J. Sheeran, E. Barber,
M. Morelli, A. Pomerleau. Row 3: F. Mahoney, R. Eramian, T. Sliney, S. Cletus,
J. Farragher, B. Freni, A. D’Amico, A. Signorelli. Row 4: R. LaCroix, R. Smith,
R. Tombarelli, R. McHugh, F. Morgan, D. Scolise, R. Lyons, P. Mayotte, S. Brien.
Row 1: D. Reyes, A. Mackey, I). Kattar, J. Twombly, D. Theberge, J. Perron,
C. Gesing. Roic 2: J. Merolla, M. Lamonlagne, R. O’Neil, R, I’rovonrhor, M. C.
Weshonko, L. Salce. Row 3: G. Pitoccbelli, P. Fitzpatrick, I). Roketenetz, D. Le-
Sacre, R. DelColle, P. Roderick, R. Perry.
There is no indoor sport that requires as much concentration
and attention as dancing. But Jerry seems more intent on not
tripping over those hlaek lines on the floor.
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Shadows form, then fall back . .
.
patterns
emerge, thrust out rapid notes, novel melo-
dies, eager and searching . . . restless in
moods and dreams and high-flown schemes
. . . happy in proms and rings and ski-trip
kings. Secure Juniors nod back at the past,
grip the present . . . and plunge into the
future.
V
Row 1: D. Josephson, M. Cotter, M. E. Eickhom, M. Matasso, I). LeClair, S. Buco,
M. Gunning, V. Durgin, C. Pilch. Row 2: E. Mamones, S. Kort, J. Gallant. J. Dumas,
K. DeMarch, V. Manning, B. Lesiczke, E. Kazanjian, M. Cross, M. Lapan, J. Nadeau.
J. Linehan, C. Desjardens. Row 3: J. Powers, W. Crimmins, L. Provost, J. McCarthy,
J. Duane, F. Ford, L. Chatigny. Row 4: P. Galante, T. Dolan, A. LeBel, R. W.
Letarte, V. M. Catalfo, R. N. Martin, D. Kelleher, T. Corbett.
Roiv 1: J. Sullivan, A. Coffey, M. Dee, S. Griffin, M. Dwyer, M. Wheeler, A. Bialock.
Row 2: E. McNiff, C. Jennings, C. Wanagel, F. Miller, V. Geiger, B. St. Onge,
J. Foley, M. Mandino, J. Marano. Row 3: R. Smolinski, M. Conlan, T. Bonica,
R. Keon, A. Bourbeau.
Now, I’m going to explain this just once more . . . this is Jack, this is Jacque-
line, these are Caroline and John-John. These are Teddy and Bobby, and all
those little ones are the rest of the team.
In the course of every day there is a short
period set aside for relaxation. This student
seems intent on achieving a blankness of
mind equal to that of the wall behind him.
No sooner met hut they loved; no sooner loved but they sighed; no
sooner sighed hut they asked one another the reason; no sooner knew
the reason hut they sought the remedy.” Oh well, perhaps in those
books thev’ll find the answer.
"The Newspapers! Sir, they are t he most villainous,
licentious, abominable, infernal—Not that I ever read
them! No, I make it a rule never to look into a news-
paper.”
What do you men this isn't educational. It’s practical
Mathematics—statistically speaking, my chances are 1
out of 41 of ever being caught by my history teacher.
I know it's for the sake of art and that I’ll he preserved
forever in posterity. But please, Mr. Rodin, won t you
hurry, I can’t hold this pose much longer.
. . . With quickening
tempo and
well-rounded notes . .
.
Row 1: M. S. Krawczyk, M. Cikacz, A. D. Urso, F. A. Mele, C. McGrath, J. Cushing,
J. Esile, M. Donovan, H. Proulx, J. Kelly, P. Groszyk. Roiv 2: R. DeLuca, P. Carle-
ton, C. Kuliesh, E. Carleton, A. Marcinczyk, M. Maclnnis, B. Marchesi, N. Noonan,
J. Paolino, P. Harrington, A. Paladino, J. Biron, S. Houde, M. Griffin, D. Clancy.
Roiv 3: P. O’Brien, T. Doyle, W. Lyons, P. Carroll, R. Morrissey, J. Chamberlain,
G. Borgal, J. Helsin, P. Bevilacqua, D. D'Agata, F. Caruso, R. Beliveau, J. Duggan.
Row 4: T. Costantino, R. Moore, N. DeMarais, J. MacKenzie, J. Judge, W. Me-
Colough, F. DeSantis, E. Ford, A. O’Neil, R. Patten, D. Pizzano, E. O’Leary, W.
Nadeau, S. Hart, G. Hawkes, W. McGuire. Roiv 5: R. Bouchard, A. Adamczyk,
R. Belleville, J. Casey, R. Mitchell, P. Bazin, J. Hogan, R. Kostka, G. Morin,
R. Branchard, J. Cussen, J. Kelley, H. McCarthy, J. F. Brotchie.
Roiv 1: A. Thomas, P. Wallace, J. Zottola, M. Mathews, P. Serafin, J. Evan, A. Jaross.
Roiv 2: T. Burke, D. Leclerc, C. Wennogle, A. Conti, W. Reardon, J. Splendore.
J. Lucas. Row 3: P. Sweeney, R. Bulman, R. Ouellette, W. O'Keefe, J. Murphy,
E. Pacheco, F. Harrington, T. Brown.
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Row 1: E. Strasser, A. Murdock, N. Regan, M. Mahoney, E. Jennings, T. Walsh,
K. Bernardi. Row 2: C. Herchen, E. Hussey, M. Gasson, J. Joncas, S. Alther, N.
Morin, R. Seidt, D. Irolla. Row 3: P. O’Brien, R. Tetreault, W. Thornton, S. Czerepak,
W. Mahoney, B. Luck, R. Ray, J. Healey, S. Harvey.
Row 1: 1). Christian, S. Milica, K. Roberts, M. Shine, C. Toner, M. Valenti, I). Zanni,
P. Whitten, I,. Skiha. Row 2: L. Rirard, k. Scanlon, G. Senia, M. Long, L. Vivenzio,
P. Sweder, S. Saindon, .). Foley. Row 3: B. Slowcy, R. Reitano, S. Spurk, R. TardifT.
H. Smith, R. Sahourin, B. Skiha, .1. Trovato, J. Sawyer. Row 1: E. Savage, G. Tally.
J. Toomey, T. Koertvelyessy, J. Rourke, M. Roselli, F. Reardon, I*. Sullivan, R.
Seguin, M. Twomey, R. Tardif, D. Sweeney, R. Talbot.
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And I’ll sing of men with chalk-
smeared hands, of blue beanies and
yelloiv buttons, of crazy folded
slouch hats, of swirling music, guid-
ed couples and rose carnations, of
twisting footballs and torn jerseys
. . . and I’ll sing of raucus club
meetings and of shrouded voices
through stained glass and of how,
woven through all is the sound of
music.
MERRIMACKAN
Laurel Pelkey, Jean Carey and Frank
Welch, Assistant Editors, peruse the fin-
ished product with senses of satisfaction in
a job well done.
Assistant Editors Maxine Seretna, Ted
Chiricos and Anne Marie O'Connor com-
bine their efforts to meet an impending
deadline.
Willingness and cooperation are among the outstanding characteristics
of the yearbook staff. It is through their enthusiasm that this hook of
memories has becdrne a reality and a fitting tribute by the class of ’63
to its alma mater. Meeting deadlines, producing clever captions and
literary passages are among the well performed tasks of the staff. They
have given generously of their time to a most rewarding, but at times
maddening, undertaking.
With a characteristic expression John
Perreault ponders an editorial decision
while Father Donald Burt, moderator,
cryptically comments on the progress of
the 1963 Merrimackan.
These prominent and efficient members
of the office staff render an invaluable
service in every phase of the yearbook’s
development through their typing skills.
Editor John Perreault, aided by Mike
Twomey, Assistant Editor, and Joe Mc-
Hugh, Business Manager, is the guiding
hand behind this year’s publication.
WARRIOR
In the fall of 1962 Peg Coughlin and Ernie Kelly ended a
successful year as co-editors of the Warrior. The new posi-
tion of editor-in-chief is held hv Dave Wihry who will be
assisted hy the newly organized editorial hoard.
The editorial staff for 1961-62 worked in a period of transi-
tion. Coinciding with collegiate expansion, the paper grew
larger in its bi-weekly status. The editors, therefore, felt
that they could do a more effective job by publishing weekly
editions.
The editorial board is comprised of Dave Wihry, Tim
Samway, Eileen Jennings and Betsy Brown. These stu-
dents express the Warrior s opinions on issues of cur-
rent interest on campus and give the final O.K. before
the paper goes to press.
Since its initiation in 1951 as a monthly newsletter, the Warrior has strived
to become the true voice of the student body. Hath year it has come closer
to its goal through the hard work of a handful of students who were interested
in improving its news and literary content as well as enlarging circulation and
advertising. It has grown from a monthly paper to bi-weekly to weekly this
past September. Now, through this opportunity to present live news to the
student body, the Warrior can function as a truly effective college newspaper.
in September, 1962. This was an important step necessary to coincide with the
growth of the college and increases in advertising and alumni circulation. The
Warrior staff is comprised of students representing every class. They work in
various departments, such as news, features, sports, advertising, circulation,
copy reading, and typing. Students interested in journalism are, therefore, pre-
sented with the challenge of actual newspaper experience.
As literature reflects a people, so does the Carillon reflect the student
body of Merrimack College. It is a literary magazine composed solely
of manuscripts solicited from the students. Mrs. Tvonne Ground, fac-
ulty moderator, works in close affiliation with its staff in preparing
material for publication. The magazine is well-received and highly
esteemed on campus.
CARILLON
During the past few years, the Carillon has
enlarged its scope to include all types of literary
endeavors
—
poetry, essays, short stories, and
drama. Students in every major field from
English to Engineering contribute to the
Carillon. Thus, the literary magazine repre-
sents all of Merrimack College, not just one
facet. By participating in a national literary
exchange program, the Carillon presents our
college to universities and colleges throughout
the United States.
Carillon editor Millie Matasso receives some
helpful assistance and perhaps a few words of
wisdom from last year’s experienced editor,
John Perreault.
PENMAN
CLUB
The Penman Club, under the well-
qualified direction of Mrs. Yvonne
Ground, aids those students interested
in creative writing. Self-expression and
criticism are the means used by the
group to perfect the literary work of its
members.
Literary Club members are students in-
terested in developing knowledge and
appreciation of the various phases of
literature. During the year they have
opportunities to listen to recorded
poetry and drama and to attend plays
and musical features in Boston.
LITERARY CLUB
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BENZENE RING
The Benzene Ring Society
affords the students inter-
ested in chemistry an oppor-
tunity to secure the intel-
lectual stimulation that
arises from professional as-
sociation, and to provide
the experience necessary in
preparing and presenting
technical material before
fellow students.
The Cadueean Club, one of the more prominent clubs on cam-
pus. has as its purpose the provision of an outlet for desires and
aspirations of members interested in the biological field, and
offers those initial contacts with the profession that are not
included in the college curriculum. Prominent speakers and
field trips help to instill new ideas in its members. CADUCEAN CLUB
AEGIDIANS
The Aegitlians is the education cluh of Merrimack
College and is composed of those members of the
student body who are interested in entering the
teaching profession. Prominent speakers in the
field of education as well as recent graduates of the
educational department keep the Aegidians in-
formed of the latest requirements, techniques, and
problems of their chosen field.
DORMITORY
COUNCIL
The Women’s Dormitory Council is a full-fledged
club with all the rights and duties attached. Com-
posed of twenty members, five coeds representing
each class, the Council functions in a many-sided
capacity which includes: intermediary between the
Dean of Women’s Office and the dorm coeds; re-
viewer of disciplinary measures; and official spon-
sor of any dormitory social, cultural or religious
event.
N|f
MERRIMACK SOCIOLOGICAL SOCIETY
The purpose of the Cultural Heritage Club is to
examine and discuss all facets of our heritage in-
cluding actual contact with our history, arts, politics,
and foreign affairs. The club attends plays and
lectures and sponsors trips to places of historical
interest in the area in an attempt to develop a
greater knowledge and appreciation of our culture.
The Merrimack Sociological Society is comprised of students
interested in the behavioral sciences. The basic objective of
the organization is to enhance and broaden these academic
pursuits by providing its members with the depth and scope
attendant to various co-curricular activities. This opportunity
is afforded its members by presenting guest speakers, panel
discussions and visits to various social, political and economic
institutions.
CULTURAL
HERITAGE CLUB
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BUSINESS
CLUB
The aim of the Business Club is to
provide the student with a realistic
understanding of the business world.
In addition to solving hypothetical
textbook cases, the student is pre-
sented with the practical problems
of modern day business. The or-
ganization is also social in that it
sponsors a dinner conference and
field trips to neighboring industrial
concerns.
SECRETARIAL
SCIENCE CLUB
The Secretarial Science Club has been organized with a three-fold aim:
it fosters the spiritual, social and academic formation of its members.
The outstanding feature of the organization is the fashion show, pre-
sented annually, the profits of which are donated to the school building
fund.
ACCOUNTING CLUB
The chief function of the Accounting Club is the main-
tenance of a close unity among the students, faculty and
graduate accountants practicing in the area. This unity
augments and amplifies the interest of members by
providing a lively contact with the business world.
Traditionally, the society closes its yearly activities with
a banquet where speakers include members of the fac-
ulty and distinguished business men.
PHYSICS SOCIETY
The Physics Society affords its members a means of
social contact with the practicing members of their
profession. This is achieved by providing field trips,
films and lectures which are conducted not only by
Merrimack faculty hut also by guest speakers from
neighboring universities. Its members strive to develop
a greater knowledge and appreciation of the science of
physics.
EPSILON DELTA SOCIETY
The Epsilon Della Society is concerned with the
development of an interest in. and the under-
standing of. mathematics. It is a means through
which those interested in the field are ac-
quainted with the modern principles and ap-
plications of their subject. Members gain actual
knowledge from their peers by means of student
lectures.
The Engineering Guild, composed totally of members of the Engi-
neering Department, has two divisions: the American Institute of
Electrical Engineering and the Civil Engineering Guild. The Guild
provides and encourages contact between student engineers and
practicing members of the profession. Prominent on the fall social
calendar is the Transit Trot, one of the most unique and wrell-
received functions on campus which is sponsored annually by the
Guild.
ENGINEERING
GUILD
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PHI KAPPA THETA
Phi Kappa Theta, a senior member of the National
Interfraternitv Conference, is the continuation of two
great national fraternities: Phi Kappa, founded at
Brown I niversitv in 1889, and Theta Kappa Phi,
founded at Lehigh l niversitv in 1919.
The Massachusetts Omega Chapter, located at Merri-
mack College, is one of more than sixty chapters and
colonies of Phi Kappa Theta located in twentv-six states
across the country. The alumni of Phi Kappa Theta
number almost twentv thousand and are located through-
out the world, many in positions of national prominence.
1 he purpose of Phi Kappa I beta is to bring college
men into brotherly relationships, to promote the spirit
of good fellowship, to encourage the attainment of high
scholastic standing and to offer to each and every mem-
ber the training and environment appropriate to the
L niversitv scholar and gentleman.
This year Sigma Beta Kappa was under the
capable direction of Fred Fossa ’63, President;
Joe Burk 64, Vice-President; Larry Gaudreau
’63, Treasurer; Ron Gaudreault ’63, Secretary;
and Joe McHugh ’63, National Representative.
Among the most prominent organizations on campus is Sigma
Beta Kappa, Merrimack’s oldest national social fraternity.
Based upon Catholic ideals, the fraternity strives to develop a
strong sense of morality within its brothers through a well-
balanced religious and social program. Coupled with character
development and campus leadership, Sigma Beta Kappa serves
the college as the official welcoming committee and as hosts
for many of Merrimack’s social functions. Through a bi-annual,
carefully screened pledging system, SBK offers the men of
Merrimack an opportunity to investigate and ultimately to par-
ticipate in the benefits of this national Catholic fraternal or-
ganization.
SIGMA BETA KAPPA
STUDENT COUNCIL
The Student Council, which has been functioning since Merrimack’s beginning,
has progressed in membership, prestige, and influence coinciding with the
growth of student enrollment. Fifteen members, six from the Senior Class and
three from each of the underclasses, work together to make the Council a more
effective instrument in representing the student body.
Father William Murray, O.S.A., moderator, and Kath-
leen Carroll, chairman, discuss important developments
which have arisen during a Council meeting. I he rela-
tionship between moderator and organization is essen-
tial for the proper functioning of any organization.
Councilor Stitch TardifT, chairman of the Student Coun-
cil Constitution Committee, enlists the aid of Council
member Eileen Jennings in completing the final draft of
the Constitution. This is only one of the subsidiary
committees formed to facilitate Council organization.
Council officers elected by their fellow members for
1962-63 are Nancy Galland, Secretary; Brian Slowey,
Vice-Chairman; Kathleen Carroll, Chairman; and Paul
Boucher, Treasurer. The officers, each with specific
duties, co-ordinate various activities and problems which
confront the Council.
ON-STAGERS
The On-Stagers* most recent production was The Male
Animal hv James Thurber. The play is a comedy deal-
ing with the problems faced by a college professor
whose world begins to crumble when he tries to fight
for his beliefs.
In every production there are two casts: one behind
the scenes and one in the spotlight. ithout the former
the latter would have no spotlight in which to stand.
Therefore, all participants deserve equal credit.
The purpose of the On-Stagers is to promote the intel-
lectual as well as the social development of the indivi-
dual by training him in the many and varied phases of
modern play production.

One of Merrimack College’s best good will emissaries, the Choral Society,
is primarily an organization formed for the enjoyment of those who are to
some degree vocally talented. The group bi-annually entertains students,
church organizations, and hospitals, spreading Merrimack’s name throughout
Massachusetts and other states. This year's Christmas concert consisted of
the traditional and popular carols, whereas the spring concert is comprised
of numbers ranging from the novel to the operatic, from folk ballads to show
tunes. The consistent quality of the choral work and the dedication of its
members have made the Society one of the most active and talented organiza-
tions on campus.
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Father Thomas Walsh, moderator and
director of the Choral Society, has suc-
ceeded in creating a harmony of note,
tone, and time through practice and
hard work.
CHORAL SOCIETY
Our song speaks of the happy times . . . of the Autumn Interlude with
its lilting music
,
elated voices and a swirl of carefree couplts ' soaring
over all for a golden night. It chants of the Winter CarnivM uyiitely
splendid with its figures brightly garbed on pale slopes, of thel brush of
dancing feet, jinglebells and folksongs. A date for the Dinner
. . snowflakes on a yellow gown and frostnipped hands clasi
to be warmed. Happy notes danced together writing ei
etably in our memory . . . of these, and of all the happy days do we sing.
Joe McHugh and Joanne Trainor
look well pleased with the results
of their successful co-chairmanship
of the Senior-Junior Dinner Dance.
The annual Senior-Junior Dinner
Dance was held this year at Caruso’s
Diplomat in Saugus. The memo-
rable evening was completely suc-
cessful both as a sparkling start to
the spring social calendar, and as
the last event sponsored by the
Class of 1963 before their gradua-
tion.
SENIOR-JUNIOR
DINNER DANCE
The music was fast and twisting, or
romantic and waltzing, or a sharp
Bossa Nova. To the quick rhythm
of Ruby Newman’s orchestra the
seniors danced and danced, until
the last waltz told them that one
o’clock had come and the evening
was over.
THE AUTUMN INTERLUDE
Traditionally, the eo-ed to reign over Merrimack College for the coming year
has heen chosen at the annual Harvest Ball. This year s dance, held in Novem-
ber at the Andover Country Club, was transformed into the semi-formal Autumn
Interlude. Lovely Victoria V' alsh from the class of 64 was chosen Miss Merri-
mack of 1963. Her court, comprised of co-eds from each class, consists of: Sue
Krystiniak, ’65; Linda Pepe, 66; Judy Lagace, 63; and Ann Dwyer, 64.
Charming “Tori” Walsh, Miss Merrimack of 1963, is a
junior Business Administration major from Gladwyn,
Pennsylvania. Our college is justifiably proud of it-
queen who is a shining example of beauty and gracious-
ness.
The couples who danced to the dreamy music at this
year’s Student Council sponsored Autumn Interlude will
agree that Sue and Dave, who “could ve danced all
night,” exemplify the mood which prevailed.
As the candidates dance with their dates, an air of
excitement spreads through the ballroom. Only the
faces of the hopefuls exhibit the outer poise and tran-
quility so necessary for Miss Merrimack.
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WINTER WEEKEND
A ride on a dog sled . . . hockey ... a St. Bernard
carved out of ice . . . skiing ... a contest for Snow Queen,
the long Washington’s Day weekend added to snow gleam-
ing in cold sunshine, and the annual Winter Weekend at
Merrimack College became a social triumph. The campus
fraternities, Phi Kappa Theta and Sigma Beta Kappa co-
sponsored this celebration of a New England winter; to
them, and to Otto Gallerani, the general chairman, goes
the frost-nipped, happy appreciation of the student body.
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An informal dance opened the Winter Weekend with a
blast of twist music and easy enjoyment. The Ski-wear Fashion
Show on Friday was followed by the judging of the snow
sculpture entries. A semi-formal dance at which Bernice Bar-
naby was chosen as the Snow Queen ended the first full day
of the Weekend. Saturday saw the Boston Hill ski meet and
a hard-fought basketball game with Stonehill. The long antici-
pated climax to the Weekend came on Sunday when over 600
Merrimack students attended the concert given by Johnny
Nash.
Sweet silent rest. My ears strain toivard each whispered
Composer of my son". All sound must slumber in my
awakens it to thought and meaning
.
struct lire and signifi
need have He and I of audience ? This is our interlude. Its
akin to my song, but a gentle echo of each movement. No
held to its full value, each a song unto itself.
RELIGIOUS LIFE
«•
Although all the priests at Merrimack con-
tribute to the spiritual welfare of the students,
the direct responsibility for this is given to the
chaplain. Rev. Donald Burt, O.S.A., and his as-
sistant, Rev. Robert Wesson, O.S.A. have well
fulfilled their duties in this office.
In commencing each Fall Semester with three
days of Retreat, Merrimack gives its students the
opportunity to prepare for the scholastic year
with an appraisal of the past spiritual year. This
year under the guidance of the Augustinian
fathers, conferences were given by Rev. Janies
Sherman, O.S.A., to commuting students, and
by Rev. Donald Ammering, O.S.A. , to the resi-
dent students. Community Mass and reception
of Holy Communion closed the Retreat on the
morning of the first class day.
Individual students may worship as part of the
student body each Friday in the Collegiate
Church of Christ the Teacher. Recitation of the
dialogue Mass gives a community meaning
which transcends each student s purpose in at-
tending Holy Mass.
The beat quickens, the fervor rises, the music comes aliveJtl ilscles glis-
ten, stretch and yield . . . to thumping beat of rubber on varnished woods
... to the whacking rhythm of white spheres racqueted skyivqrd . . ,\ to
the smacking shock of stick and puck on white ice . . . to the slicin
swish of sailboats through the waves. My song chimes to flp qui
rhythm of the fight song, to the exhorting voices of Ithe cheerleaders.
The tension heightens, the muscles tighten, the beat becomes tauM Voices
sound the tune and chant the song of victory.
i
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BASKETBALL
With arms, eyes and hopes lifted skyward and ^ arriors tap the
lid off of a new season. St. Anselm’s shown here was one of the
two teams not to he scalped hv Merrimack in its first thirteen
games. The Blue and Gold copped the annual Bahson I ourna-
ment, taking with them the M.\.P. and two all-star berths.
Left: Sophomore sensation John Erickson is shown at the start
of one of his patented-powerful drives.
Left to Right: Howie Smith, Ron Ruais, John Erickson. Frank
Reardon, Leo Hogan, Don Kaich, Ron Hubbard, Coach \\ illiam
LaRochellc, Boh Geary, Gregory Nowakowski. Jack Ford, Frank
Morris, Boh Dziodosz, Charles Menary. Kneeling: Jerry Sto-
pyra. With only three seniors on the squad, namely Stopvra,
Geary and Dziodosz, prospects are bright for a continuation of
the Warrior’s winning habit.
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This is Captain Jerry Stopyra, who has heen
averaging just over 20 points per game. Jerry
was named M.V.P. of the Bahson Tournament
and was instrumental in Merrimack’s upset win
over Clark.
Above: Battling Boh Geary, having swept clear the hoards, swings
through the key with the aid of Jerry Stopyra’s pick. Right: “Hey le’go,
you're hustin my arm” moans Plymouth’s number 22. He gets no obvi-
ous sympathy from Morris, who is leading the cheers for Ron Hubbard’s
mayhem (and reaching for the other arm).
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Zigkt nerves became courage . .
.
Sideline huddle . . . sweat, plans, hope mingle freely . . . experienced voice
.
straining muscles . . . eager voice . . . now forget the bruises . . . let s
set up those picks . . . how much time ... we need more passing . . . here,
cool off . . . don’t let him inside . . . how many fouls . . . move that ball
. . .
let’s go . . .!
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Surrounded but undaunted. Bill Mahoney drives home a lamp-lighter against
powerful Providence. The Friars, one of the top teams in the East, were both
surprised and stunned by the Vi arriors in this one, but managed a eome from
behind 3-2 victory to spoil Merrimack’s home debut. The Blue and Gold
atoned for the loss with three consecutive victories over Bowdoin, Pennsylvania
and A.I.C. \\ ith only 2 seniors on the team. Coach Reynold's looks to the
future with rose colored glasses.
V s. - v-rf- «
TV
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A goalie: one who must not come off
the ice; an acrobatic target when umler
attack, a lonely spectator when the puck
is awav. The first to he faulted; the
last defense. Number One.
This is our goalie—Paul Downey
Front Row: Assistant Coach Pete Mel-
chiono, J. Gurry, L. Thibeault, T. Mou-
laison, P. Grogan, Co-Captain B. Daly,
P. Downey, B. Mahoney, Coach Jim
Reynolds. Second Row: Co-Captain F.
Pollard, P. Conway, B. Miller, T. Keel-
ing, P. Gilmartin, F. Flatley, B. Keon.
P. Meehan.
GOLF
TEAM
It’s not that Jim Baxter is overconfident, in
fact he isn’t really that good. In spite of
what he might tell you, Bohhv Player, (no
relation to Gary) is not making like a tee
to get a closer shave. He lost his first bet.
Coach George Karam welcomes the anticipated return of Dave Cal-
lahan this spring. Dave is considered as good a golfer as can be found
in the Merrimack Valley. Matches on tap for this season include those
with Providence, St. Anselms, Stonehill, Lowell State. Lowell Tech.
Suffolk and Assumption.
Left to Right: Jim Connoly, Bob Player,
Jim Baxter, Jack Olecks, Boh Murphy, Pete
Grogan. These are the six Par-busters who
formed the nucleus of our usual good golf
team. Missing from this picture is David
Cleary.
We could swear that Pete Grogan’s putter
had its origin somewhere in Pre-Neander-
thal time, hut the way Peter drops in those
“crowd pleasers” he wouldn’t trade it for
Arnold Palmer’s autograph. The tall red
head is the team’s “long-ball” hitter, but is
the first to admit that many hours on the
practice greens are needed to get within
birdie range.
The team takes a breather. From left to right: Dick Fournier,
Jose Fueyo, Joe Cove, Phil Breen, Ed Walsh, Pete Downing, and
Sue Fournier.
TENNIS TEAM
Phil Breen demonstrates the agility that helps
to carry the team through another successful
season.
With the racquet-wielding talent of new-
comer Hank Smith, and returnees “Moe” Four-
nier and John Cox added to an already power-
ful nucleus, predictions lean toward a most
successful record. Under the capable and ex-
perienced eye of ccach Armand Gosselin,
Merrimack’s talented Tennis Squad is looking
forward to what will be an excellent, if not
undefeated season.
“Now if we all put hour heads together, maybe we can find the
gate and get out of this place.” Exit—St. Anselms.
L. to R.: Frank Romano, George Kilbride, Dave Husing, Bob War-
land, John Murphy, Dan Gerry, Phil Roche, Boh Pothier, Diek
Letarte, Jack Hogan, Pete Richards.
Jack Hogan, shown taking
another gate in stride as he
hurtles baseward to place among
the top finishers. Jack is con-
sidered by many to he the most
improved skier on the squad.
Captain Dick “Whitset” Letarte
has consistently proven to he
as fine a skier as can he found
in the area. Here he takes time
out from a practice run to show
the cameraman why. While he
won’t admit to being horn on
Boston Hill, Dick does not deny
that he was raised there.
Fr. Walsh has labored tirelessly to mould a ski team worthy to compete
with the best in the East. 1963 has- seen his efforts bear fruit as both men’s
and women's teams have been competing in leagues with other schools such
as: Harvard, Amherst, M.I.T., B.U., B.C., and others.
This year, Merrimack sponsored its first invitational meet at which time
it finished fifth in a field of 14.
SKI
TEAM
Lookin'; as much the part of an "Ole Salt as we couhl pos-
sibly find on an inland campus is Tim Samway, who has led
the sails of Blue and Gold to an unheralded championship.
SAILING
As an associate member of the New England Intercol-
legiate Sailing Association, Merrimack has met and de-
feated Brown, Harvard, Holy Cross, M.I.T., Northeastern,
Rhode Island, Trinity, Wesleyan and Yale and has won
the championship of its division. Having accomplished
this, the team expects to be promoted to full standing this
year.
Cap’n an’ his mates might well be he title of this one.
The photographer swears that he heard Tim telling the
girls: “Now that there is a sail, and when the wind
catches it the boat moves.” We’ve always advocated
starting at the beginning, but really!!!!
With both wind and water nearly calm, one of our crews
drifts hack toward its moorings after a day of sun-blessed
exercise. With the season only two weeks away, prac-
tice melts problems into winning habits.
INTRAMURALS
-
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This year, Father ‘'Bart"’ McGinnis moulded what might
have heen the most powerful football team in Merri-
mack’s history. Combining the unbelievably “long
bomb’’ with an earthshaking defense, the Bay State
Packers swept to a 10-0 record. Usually an offensive
threat, Harvey Rowe is shown dragging P.K.T.’s title
hopes earthward.
In spite of pressure brought to bear by S.B.K.’s defen-
sive end, Larry Murray, the hustling blocking of Jim
Machakos and “Gino ” Rozzi keep all hands off of quar-
terback Perreault long enough for him to get off his
pass. hat happened on the oher end of the aerial is
almost anybody’s guess.
One of the most popular of all campus activities is the Intramural Athletic
Program. Well-organized leagues in football, basketball, and softball, provide
ample opportunity for student participation. The crowds that usually attend
these games attests to the popularity and spirit which greets the entire pro-
gram. Many are the cuts and bruises but nobody seems to mind, least of all
the spectators. The friendly rivalries that spring up are enjoyed by all and
even the faculty enter into the contests. Rather than slowing down the ac-
tions, this usually lends an added fierceness to the play and seldom is any
consideration given to these elderly participants.
Mud and grit, flying footballs, and first downs—Both
men determined to win : But here offense overcame de-
fense when critical yardage meant victory.
The crucial tag — but too late—as A1 bangs up the
middle for twenty yards and another first down. The
tense and bard fought skirmishes which are typical of
most games is keenest felt in the ever present rivalry
that exists between the opposing fraternities.
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This is a tribute to dedication, to the unselfish, to the faithful, to the
hopeful, to the anxious. This is a tribute to the hoarse throat, the
ringing head and the occasional black eye. As much a part of sport
as the heralded hero, the unsung spectator rises and falls with his
team hut is powerless to control its destiny. Without him sport is empty.
Softball champs—P.K.T. Standing: Jerry Borgal. Tom Keeling, Tom Gibbons,
Bob Geary, Ted Chiricos, Phil Roche. Seated: Dave Cleary, John Perreault.
Brian Noonan, Dick LeTarte, Kevin Foley, Pete Duncan.
At least living up to the first half of his team’s name, Dave Callahan
of the Shooting Stars lets one go from the eorner. Prediction: The ball
will eventually come down.
Flunkie and Magician centers scrape the ceiling in this jump. This
league’s attire surely didn't lack variety. From Bermudas to sweat
pants; from bathing suits to . . . well, almost anything.
“Uh . . . excuse me, fellas, but don’t you think we should all get a
chance? After all, just because vou’re the tallest ones around here . . .
fellas?”


Seniors, blend the final movement-composed. Bear-
ers of the baton, coordinate. The tone, ivise, yet
still ivondering, verbs of the past, of the future,
wring from every measure each beat of the present,
to be remembered.
Exams, comprehensive, final, like life to be re-
spected, to be conquered, to be lived in our song-
completed. bursting toward the future, echoing in
the past. Seniors, images of the always,
to be remembered.
GRADUATES
Dedication and Co-eds Day
The planting of a tree, t lie raising of a newly dedicated flag, and the presenting
of a class gift comprise the proud tradition of Dedication Day which is trans-
ferred to every succeeding Junior Class. The Christian and democratic char-
acteristics of this tradition will ever continue to he cherished hy the faculty and
students of Merrimack.
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Our annual co-eds day was a tremendous suc-
cess. This year’s theme was the Roaring I wen-
tics and the girls turned out in full dress. Kathy,
Ruthie, Nancy, and Karen seem unaware of
Paul’s wondering gaze. Do you really think, that
television will replace the movies Paul !
The very least that can he said about our fe-
male throwbacks is that they had courage. Be-
sides having the nerve to come to school dressed
like that they have the gall to shake reproving
fingers at us. Unite men. Break out the flasks
and the raccoon coats.
Connie seems to he trying to tell our photogra-
pher something. Could it he that she docsn t
want her picture taken.'' 1 his is really going
to he hard to explain in some future year, Con-
nie, when your children find this picture and
ask you how old you really are.

Junior Prom . . .
The most successful Junior Prom yet was
held in April at the beautiful Rolling Green
Motor Inn in Andover. The traditional climax
to Junior Week was an evening of unforgettable
beauty and entertainment. Handsome couples
“danced ’till three” to the wonderful music of
Ruby Newman. The high point of the evening
was the selection of the Queen, lovely Ann
Marie O’Conner, and her court. A delicious
roast beef dinner followed and then more
dancing. Thanks to the tireless efforts of the
Co-Chairmen, Maxine Seretna and Larry Gau-
dreau, the entire affair was a tremendous suc-
cess and one that will live forever in the happy
memories of those who attended.
Tim Samway and Maxine Seretna are a happy
couple as they leave for an evening of entertain-
ment. Maxine looks especially radiant, but
then why shouldn’t she. Not many girls are
given a ten pound corsage. Do you plan to wear
it Max or is Tim going to carry it all night?
The coronation of l lie Queen was the climax to a won-
derful evening. I he selection of this years <|uccn, beau-
tiful Ann Marie O’Conner, was greeted with joy and
approval. Ann Marie still appears to he a little sur-
prised by her selection.
One of the highlights of the evening was an impromptu
twist contest. Phil is really going at it and il he hadn t
forgotten bis date he would have been a sure winner. Ob
well, Phil. Perhaps Steve Allen will see this picture.
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OFFBEATS
Our song pauses when it speaks of Junior Week ... it re-
members the rings and the parents, the tree and the flag rais-
ing ... it chants of our flappers and their slender cigarette
holders ... of the races and the trophies ... of the Prom and
rustling gowns . . . and it whispers of new meanings and re-
sponsibilities
. . .

CLASS OFFICERS
The responsibility of coordinating all class activities is assigned to its officers.
This year’s leaders: Joseph Machera, President: Ann Marie O’Connor, Vice
President; Patricia Hurley, Secretary; Kathleen Aelligan. Treasurer, have
worked diligently on such affairs as the Dinner Dance and Graduation. They
have shown their ability to accept leadership and work effectively with each
other and with the class. In the future these four will he our main connection
with fellow alumni and Merrimack undergraduates. V e. the class of 1963, offer
them every encouragement and cooperation.
PHILIP M. ARRIGO, JR
278 Barker St., North Andover.
M atli uniat ics-EducationBachelor of Arts
DONNA M. ASHTON
18 Great Woods Terrace, Lynn, Mass.
Secretarial Science-EducationBachelor of Science
JOHN J. BARRETT
42 O’Brien Terrace, Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Science
Accounting Cluh 1,2,3 (Vice l’res. i 1 . . . Business
Accounting
Club 3,4.
,
Lowell, Mass.
11u inanities
eta Kappa 2,3,4 . . . Onstagers
,3,4 . . . Contemporary Sound-
Intramurals 1,2.
Bachelor of Arts
Student Council 2,3,4 .
1,2 (Vice Pres.) ... I
Society 2 . . . Ski-Mers
FRANCIS P. BATTLES
1 Wendell Road Ext., Nahant, Mass,
l GIICG
society 2,3,4 . . . Physics Club 2,3,4.
JAMES C. BAXTER
123 Essex St., Beverly, M
Civil EngineeringBachelor of Science
Engineering Guild 2,3,4
ROLAND F. BOISJOLY
16 Hazel St., Lowell, Mas:
HumanitiesBachelor of Arts
Aegidian Society 4.
PAUL R. BOUCHER
52 Bay State Road, Reading, Mass.
of Science Business Administration
louncil 3,4 (Treas.) . . . Sigma Beta Kappa 1,2,3,4 . . .
g Club 1 . . . Business Club 3,4 .. . N.F.C.C.S. 2 . .
•
loosters 2, 3, 4 (Co-Chairman) . . . Orientation Commit-
Ski-Mers 3,4 .. . Intramurals 1,2,3, 1.
BOVALUCILLE P
16 Arlington St., Methuen, Mass.
English-Education
Varsity Cheerleader 1,2
N.F.C.C.S. 2 . . . Variety
.
Junior Week Commit-
PHILIP J. BREEN
1483 Gorham St., Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Mathematics
Sigma Beta Kappa 3,4 .. . Cultural Heritage 3,4 .. . Epsilon Delta
Society 1,2,3 (V. Pres.) 4 . . . Varsity Tennis 1,2,3,4 . . . Junior
Week Committee 3 . . . Intramurals 1,2,3,4 . . . Varsity Club 1,2,3,4.
MAUREEN L. BRENNAN
130 Sutherland St., Andover, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts English
Merrimackan 4 . . . Warrior 2,3,4 . . . Literary Club 2 (Sec.), 3
(Pres.), 4 . . . Cultural Heritage Club 3,4.
RAMON E. BRUZUAL
#120 -La Pastore, Caracas, Venezuela, South America
Bachelor of Science Electrical Engineering
Engineering Guild 1,2,3,4 . . . I.R.E. 3,4.
MICHAEL J. BURKE
7 Revere St., Bradford, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities
Warrior 1,2,3 . . . Young Democrats 4 . . . Radio Club 4 ... In-
tramurals 1,2,3,4.
NANCY A. BURNS
295 Sheridan St., Haverhill, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities-Education
Aegidians 4 . . . Literary Club 3,4 .. . N.F.C.C.S. 3,4 .. . Onstagers
1,2 .. . Cultural Heritage Club 3,4.
PATRICIA A. BURNS
11 Argyle St., Andover, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Secretarial Science-Education
Aegidians 3,4 .. . Secretarial Science Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Ski-Mers
1,2 .. . Tennis Club 2.
DAVID J. CALLAHAN
29 Lexington Ave., Bradford, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities
Spanish-American Club 1,2 . . . Hockey 1 . . . Orientation Commit-
tee 2 . . . Varsity Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Golf 1,2,3 (Capt.), 4 . . . Intra-
murals 1,2,3,4 . . . Junior Week Committee 3.
PATRICIA A. CALLAHAN
530 Union St., Rockland, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Chemistry
Benzene Ring 2,3,4 . . . Caducean Club 4 . . . Choral Society 1
. . . Residents’ Club 1.
JOSEPH A. CAPOZZOLI
23 Germain Ave., Haverhill, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E. 3,4 . . . Civil Engineering Guild 1,2,3,4 .... Orientation
Committee 2.
JEAN P. CAREY
16 Koseivsko St., Peabody, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts English
Merrimackan 4 (Assistant Editor)
. . . Warrior 2,3,4 . . . Carillon
2,3,4 . . . Penmen Club 2,3 (Sec.), 4 (Vice-Pres.) . . . Onstagers 1,2
. . . Choral Society 2,3,4 . . . Junior Week Committee 3 . . . Ori-
entation Committee 2.
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First row:
JOHN F. CARNEY
21 Blossom St.
Bachelor of Science
A.S.C.E. 3 (Treas.), 1 (Vice Pre
. . .
Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
.,
Lowell, Mass.
Civil Engineering
s.) . . . Engineering Guild 1,2,3,4
KATHLEEN M. CARROLL
3 Winthrop Ave., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts English
Merrimackan 4 . . . Warrior 1,2 . . . Class Treasurer 2 . . . otu-
dent Council 3 (Sec.), 4 (Chairman) . . . Orientation Committee 2.
MICHELA S. CIOCCA
19 Hall St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities
Merrimackan 4 . . . Warrior 1,2 .. . Sociology Club 3,4 . . . Cul-
tural Heritage Club 3,4 .. . Onstagers 2,3,4 . . . Junior Week Com-
mittee 3 . . . Orientation Committee 2.
EUGENE J. CASEY, JR.
138 Stamford Ave., Stamford, Conn.
Bachelor of Science
Warrior 1,2,3,4 . . . Sigma Beta Kappa 1,2,3,4.
Marketing
DAVID M. CLEARY
49 Richards St., Dedham, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts
.
Humanities
Merrimackan 4 . . . Phi Kappa Theta 1,2,3,4 (Nice l’res.) . . .
Golf 2,3,4 . . . Intramurals 2,3,4.
JOSEPH P. CASTELLANO
12 East Water St., North Andover, Mass.
Bachelor of Science
_
Marketing
Accounting Club 1 . . . Business Club 2,3,4 . . . Spanish-American
Club 2.
WHITNEY V. COFFIN
South Main St., Middleton, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts
.
Economics
Merrimackan 4 . . . Economics Club 3,4 .. . Business Club 4 . . .
Warrior 4 . . . Ski-Mers 1,2,3,4 . . . Intramurals 2,3.
LUCIA M. COMAS
1370 Turnpike Road, North Andover, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts English-Education
Merrimackan 4 . . . Literary Club 3,4 (Vice Pres.).
MARCOS T. COMAS
78 Robinwood Ave., Jamaica Plains, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E. 3,4.
M3
First row: Second row:
MARY S. CONNELLY
13 Pitman Road, Marblehead, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Chemistry
Benezene Ring 2,3,4 . . . Caducean Club 1,4 .. . Science Fair Com-
mittee 3.
JEROME C. COOKSON
123 Main St., Andover, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts English
Literary Club 2,3,4 . . . Sanctuary Society 2,3,4.
CAROL A. CONNOLLY
7 Butterfield St., North Chelmsford, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Mathematics
Merrimackan 4 . . . Epsilon Delta Society 1,2 (Sec.-Treas.), 3,4
. . . N.F.C.C.S. 3,4 .. . Cultural Heritage Club 3,4 ... . Orienta-
tion Committee 2.
BENJAMIN A. CONSOLI
30 Clarke St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Warrior 1,2,3,4 . . . Accounting Club 1,2 .. . Business Club 1,2,3,
4
. . . Onstagers 1,2 .. . Sanctuary Society 1,2,3,4.
MARGARET J. COUGHLIN
22 Academy Ave., Bradford, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities-Edueation
Merrimackan 4 . . . Warrior 2,3,4 (Co-Editor) . . . Literary Club
2,3,4 . . . Penman Club 1,2 .. . Aegidians 4 . . . Onstagers 1,2
. . . Junior Week Committee 3 . . . Orientation Committee 2 . . .
Cultural Heritage Club 3,4.
WILLIAM J. COX, JR.
11 Chickering St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Merrimackan 2 . . . Phi Kappa Theta 2,3 .. . Business Club 1,2.
LEO H. CONWAY, JR.
71 Andrew St., Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Accounting Club 1,2 .. . Business Club 2,3 .. . Sigma Beta Kappa
3,4 .. . Spanish-American Club 2,3 .. . Intramurals 2,3,4.
BARBARA HOLMES CRONIN
66 Waverly Road, North Andover, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts English-Education
Merrimackan 3,4 .. . Warrior 1,2,3,4 . . . Aegidians 3,4 . . . Cadu-
cean Club 1 . . . Warrior Boosters Club 3 . . . Literary Club 3,4.
HAROLD W. CUDDY
85 Clark St., New Haven, Conn.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Phi Kappa Theta 1,2,3,4 . . . Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
PATRIGIA M. CUDDY
17 Bourne St., Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities-Edueation
Aegidians 4 (Vice Pres.) . . . Cultural Heritage Club 3,4 .. .
N.F.C.C.S. I,2,3j4 . . . Literary Club 4.
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VICTOR R. DALY
13 Palermo St., Forge Village, Mass.
llachelor of Arts Mathematics-Education
Ski-Mem 1,2 . . . Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
WILLIAM E. DALY
18 Estey St., Malden, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities
Varsi.y Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Phi Kappa Theta 2,3,4 . . . Hockey 1,2,3,4
(Co-Capt.) . . . Inlramurals 1,2 . . . Ski-Mers 1,2,3,4 . . . Orienta-
tion Commitee 2.
STEPHEN E. DENIHAN
75 Methuen St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts
RICHARD L. DeROSA
82 Jackson St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts
Benzene Ring 4 . . . Caducean Club 1,2,3,4.
Humanities
Biology
PAUL A. DESMARAIS
402 Mammoth Road, Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E. 3,4 .. . Contemporary Sounds Society 2 . . . Civil En-
gineering Guild 1,2,3,4.
PATRICIA M. DEVANEY
151 Woburn St., Reading, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Sociology-Education
Merrimackan 4 . . . Warrior 2 . . . Class Secretary 3 . . . Sp nish-
American Clu'b 2 . . . Aegidians 4 . . . Variety Show 2 . . . Cul-
tural Heritage 4 . . . Y’oung Democrats 4 . . . Sociology Club 3,4
. . . Orientation Committee 2 . . . Junior Week Committee 3.
CHARLES J. DANNEMANN
200 Main St., Towanda, Penn.
Bachelor of Science Electrical Engineering
I.R.E. 1,2,3,4 .
,
. A.I.E.E. 1,2,3,4 (Vice-Chairman) . . . Engineer-
ing Guild 1,2,3,4.
JORGE A. DeONA
274 Turnpike Road, North Andover, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Business Administration
Accounting Club 2,3,4.
DIANE L. DELADURANTAYE
31 Cedar St., Amesbury, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Secretarial Science-Education
Aegidians 3,4 .. . Secretarial Science Club 2,3,4 . . . Ski-Mers 1,2.
3,4 .. . Ski Team 4.
DENNIS E. DELOREY
2 Bacheller St., Lynn. Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Mathematics
Epsilon Delta Society 1,2,3,4 (Vice Pres.) . . . Cultural Heritage
Club 4 . . . Intramurals 2,3,4 . . . Junior W eek Committee.
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ALICE E. DONAHUE
44 Oak St., Peabody, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts English
Merrimackan 4 . . . Warrior 1 . . . N.F.C.C.S. 3,4 .. . Literary
Club 3,4.
JOSEPHINE P. DONOHUE
34 Nichols St., Norwood, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Biology-
Benzene Ring 4 . . . Caducean Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Residents’ Club
1 . . . Ski-Mers 1.
ROBERT F. DOUGLAS
4 Littlejohn St., Arlington, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities-Education
Aegidians 4 . . . Sanctuary Society 1,2,4 . . . Residents’ Club 1
. . . Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
JOHN P. DOWNING
384 Wentworth Ave., Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities
Spanish American Club 2,3 .. . Onstagers 4 . . . Tennis 1,2,3,
4
. . . Tennis Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Varsity Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Ski-Mers
3,4 .. . Orientation Committee 2 . . . Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
DIANNE F. DUFFY
9 Cole Rd., Danvers, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts English-Education
Literary Club 3,4 .. . Junior Week Committee 3 . . . Varsity
Cheerleader 1,2.
RICHARD DUMOND
55 Beacon St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Mathematics
Epsilon Delta Society 1,2,3,4 . . . Intramurals 1,2,3,4 . . . Cultural
Heritage Club 3,4.
ELAINE A. DiBENEDETTO
129 Hamstead St., Methuen, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Secretarial Science
Merrimackan 4 . . . Warrior 1,2,3,4 . . . N.F.C.C.S. 1,2,3,4 . . .
Benzene Ring 1 . . . Secretarial Science Club 2,3,4 (Pres.) . . .
Ski-Mers 1,2,3,4 . . . Cultural Heritage Club 3,4 . . . Junior Week
Committee 3 . . . Orientation Committee 3.
WILLIAM L. DICKEY
5 Main St., Salem, N. H.
Bachelor of Science Electrical Engineering
Engineering Guild 2,3,4 . . . I.R.E. 2,3,4 . . . A.I.E.E. 2,3.4.
RICHARD DiPAOLA
41 Ashcroft St., Dedham, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Electrical Engineering
ANN M. DOLAN
20 Highland Ave., Lexington, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts , Biology
Caducean Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Benzene Ring 4 . . . Residents’ Club 1
. . . Ski-Mers 3,4.
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First row: Second row:
PETER J. DUNCAN
168 Lowell St., Methuen, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts
.
Humanities-Education
Aegidians 3,4 . . . N.F.C.C.S. 1,2,3,4 . . . Ski-Mers 1,2,3,4 . . .
Phi Kappa Theta 1,2,3,4 . . . Math Club 1,2 .. . Orientation
Committee 2 . . . Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
MARY K. DUNPHY
126 Woodland Ave., Rutherford, N. J.
Bachelor of Arts Biology
Merrimackan 3,4 . . . Cadurean Club 3,4 .. . Dormitory Council
2,4 .. . Junior Week Committee 3 . . . Ski-Mers 2,4.
PAUL C. DZIERZAK
38 Martinack Ave. Peabody, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities-Education
Aegidians 4 . . . Spanish American Club 2 . . . Onstagers 2
. . .
Literary Club 2.
THOMAS W. ELWOOD
55 High St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Biology
Benzene Ring 1,2,3 . . . Cadurean Club 3 . . . Basketball 1,2,3,
4
. . .
Varsity Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Orientation Committee 2 . . . Intra-
murals 1,2,3,4 . . . Phi Kappa Theta 2,3,4.
ROGER P. DURKIN
25 Rockingham St., Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Sociology
Caducean Club 2,3 (Treas.) . . . Sociology Club 3,4 (Treas.)
. . .
Orientation Committee 2.
ROBERT A. FEDORCHUK
37 Saunders St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Biology
Benzene Ring 4 . . . Caducean Club 1,2,3,4 (Pres.) . . . Winter
Weekend Committee 4 . . . Orientation Committee 2.
ROBERT J. DZIADOSZ
13 Saunders St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Accounting
Accounting Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Business Club 2,3,4 . . . Varsity
Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Basketball 1,2,3,4.
PATRICIA E. FLAHERTY
Ashcroft Circle, Groveland, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Secretarial Science-Education
Aegidians 4 . . . Secretarial Science Club 1»2,3,4 . . . Tennis
Club 1,2 . . . Ski-Mers 2,3.
ROSEMARY FOLEY
177 Essex St., Beverly, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Medical Technology
Warrior 2,3 . . . Caducean Club 1,2,3 . . . Varsity Club 1,2,3,4
. . . Sailing Team 1,2,3 . . . Benzene Ring 1,2,3 . . . Ski-Mers 1,2.
WILLIAM J. FOLEY
62 Beach Ave., Swampscott, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities
Literary Club 3,4.
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First row:
FREDERICK E. FOSSA
10 Lothrop St., Beverly, Mass.
Second row:
Bachelor of Arts Mathematics
Epsilon Delta Society 1,2,3,4 . . . Sigma Beta Kappa 1,2,3,4 (Pres.)
. . .
Winter Weekend Committee (Chairman) . . . Orientation
Committee 2.
JOSE F. FUEYO
110-50 75 Rd. Sans Souci Bldg., Ap. 8n
Forest Hills, Flushing, N. Y.
Bachelor of Science Physics
Warrior 4 . . . Onstagers 1 . . . Spanish-American Club 3 (Pres.)
. . . Physics Club 3,4 .. . Ski-Mers 1,2,3,4 . . . Golf Club 2 . . .
Orientation Committee 2 . . . Tennis Club 1,2,3,4.
MAURICE A. FOURNIER
119 Brookfield St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Accounting Society 1 . . . Business Club 2,3,4 . . . Phi Kappa
Theta 2,3,4 . . . Radio Club 4 . . . Varsity Club 2,3,4 . . . Tennis
2,3,4 . . . Ski-Mers 1,2,3,4 . . . Tennis Club 1,2,3,4.
FREDERICK P. GABRIEL
25 Washington St., Beverly, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Biology
Benzene Ring 4 . . . Caducean Club 1,2,3,4 (V. Pres.) . . . Alpha
Bio Rho 2,3 . . . Orientation Committee 2 . . . Ski-Mers 1 ,2,3.4
. . .
Winter Weekend Committee 3,4.
SUSAN H. FOURNIER
64 Bigelow St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Onstagers 1 . . . N.F.C.C.S. 1,2,3,4 . . . Tennis Club 1,2,3,4 (Pres.)
. . .
Accounting Club 1 . . . Tennis Team 1,2,3,4 . . Orientation
Committee 2.
MARTIN J. FREEMAN
23 Roycroft Rd., Peabody, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Electrical Engineering
Engineering Guild 1,2,3,4 . . . Sigma Beta Kappa 1,2,3,4 . . .
Orientation Committee 2 . . . Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
CHRISTINE R. GAGNON
22 Montgomery St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Secretarial Science-Education
Merrimackan 4 . . . Warrior 2,3 . . . Aegidians 3,4 .. . Account-
ing Club 2 . . . N.F.C.C.S. 1,2,3,4 . . . Secretarial Science Club
1,2,3 (Sec.), 4 . . . Choral Society 1,2 .. . Tennis Club 2,3 .. .
Junior Week Committee 3 . . . Ski-Mers 1,2,3.
PETER E. GAGNON
55 Highland St., Salem, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Warrior 4 . . . Accounting Society 1 . . . Ski-Mers 2,3,4.
WILLIAM J. GALLAGHER
186 Walnut Ave., Revere, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Accounting
Accounting Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Business Club 2,3,4 . . . Phi Kappa
Theta 1,2,3,4 (Sec.) . . . Intramurals 1,2,3.
DONALD E. GALLANT
48 Hanscomb Ave., Reading, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Accounting
Accounting Club 2,3,4 . . . Business Club 2,3,4 . . . Intramurals
3,4.
JOHN S. GRECO
7 Willow St., Methuen, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Economics
Economics Club 4 . . . Ski-Mers 4 . . . Intramurals 1,2,3,4 . . .
Orientation Committee 2.
PETER A. GROGAN
293 Fuller St., West Newton, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Business Administration
Phi Kappa Theta 3,4 . . . Hockey 2,3,4 . . . Golf 2,3,4 . . . Intra-
murals 2,3,4 . . . Varsity Club 3,4.
ARTHUR R. CALLER ANI, JR.
391 Court St., Plymouth, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Accounting Club 1 . . . Business Club 1,2,3,4 . . Phi Kappa
Theta 3,4 . . . Dormitory Council 3 . . . Winter Weekend Com-
mittee 4 . . . Junior Week Committee 3.
PETER E. GAR I PAY
39 Botolph St., Melrose, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Mathematics-Education
Aegidians 3,4 . . . Young Democrats 4 . . . Political Science Club
2 . . . Orientation Committee 2.
LAWRENCE J. GAUDREAU
136 Cedar St., Haverhill, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Business Administration
Warrior 2,3 .. . Sigma Beta Kappa 1,2,3,4 (Treas.) . . . Orienta-
tion Committee 2 . . . Junior Prom Co-Chairman 3.
RONALD A. GAUDREAULT
10 Meadow St., Salem, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Business Administration
Merrimackan 3 . . . Warrior 2,3 . . . Accounting Club 1 . . .
Caducean Club 1,2 . . . Sigma Beta Kappa 2,3,4 (Sec.).
ROBERT J. GEARY
160 Remington St., Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Business Administration
Accounting Club 1 (Sec.), 2 . . . Business Club 2,3,4 . . . Phi
Kappa Theta 1,2,3,4 (Pres.) . . . Young Democrats 1 . . . Basket-
ball 2,3,4 . . . Varsity Club 2,3,4.
KAREN A. GEDRICH
14 Maura Dr., Woburn, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities-Education
Aegidians 3,4 .. . Choral Society 1,2 .. . Residents’ Club 1 . . .
Cheerleader 2,3,4 . . . Ski-Mers 1,2,3 . . . Variety Show 1,2.
FREDERICK J. GIBBONS
5 Hutchinson Ct., Lynn, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Accounting
Accounting Club 1,2,3,4 (Pres.) . . . Business Club 1,2,3,4 . . .
Phi Kappa Theta 1,2,3,4 (Treas.) . . . Spanish-American Club
1,2 .. . Intramurals 2,3,4 . . . Winter Weekend Committee 4
(Treas.)
.
THOMAS P. GIBBONS
667 Lowell St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Accounting Society 1,2,3,4 . . . Business (dub 2,3,4 ... 1 hi Kappa
Theta 2,3,4 . . . Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
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JUDITH E. GRUSHESKI
5 Wahtera Rd., Peabody, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Secretarial Science-Education
Aegidians 4 . . . Choral Society 1 . . . Secretarial Science Club
1,2,3,4 . . . Ski-Mers 1,2.
CONSTANCE D. GUERRERA
18 Campo Seco St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Business Club 4 . . . Choral Society 1 . . . Onstagers 1,2,3,4 . . .
Contemporary Sound Society 2 . . . Riding Club 4 . . . Winter
Weekend Committee 3,4.
CARLOS GUILLAMON
Ave Neveri Ed F. Principe, Colinas de Bello Monte,
Caracas, Venezuela, S.A.
Bachelor of Science Electrical Engineering
BENJAMIN J. GUZZONE
21 Abbot St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Basketball 1,2 . - - Intramurals 3,4.
SUSAN C. HAGERTY
59 Beech Ave., Melrose, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts English
Literary Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Penman Club 2,4 .. . Ski-Mers 1,2,3,
4
. . .
Orientation Committee 2.
THOMAS M. HARDY
44 Nelson St., West Lynn, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities-Education
Aegidians 4 . . . Literary Club 3,4 .. . N.F.C.C.S. 3,4 . . .
Spanish-American Club 4.
WILLIAM E.
18 Hemlock Rd., Newton
Bachelor of Science
A.S.C.E. 3 (Sec.), 4 (Pres.) . . .
Basketball 2 . . . Intramurals 3,4.
HART
Upper Falls, Mass.
Civil Engineering
Engineering Guild 1,2 .. .
JOHN F. HARTY, JR.
6 Seventh Ave., Haverhill, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Biology
Benzene Ring 2,3,4 . . . Caducean Club 1,2,3,4.
EDWARD J. HOGAN
23 Coolidge Ave., Peabody, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities
Basketball 1,2,3,4 ... Phi Kappa Theta 1,2,3,4 . . . Varsity Club
1,2,3,4.
DANIEL E. HUGHES
34 Briggs St., Salem, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Mathematics
Class President 3 . . . Merrimackan 4 . . . Warrior 2,3,4 . . .
Student Council 4 . . . Cultural Heritage Club 3,4 .. . Epsilon
Delta Society 1,2,3 (Pres.), 4 . . . Intramurals 1,2,3,4 . . . Junior
Week Committee 3.
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Second row
:
First row:
PATRICIA A. HURLEY
9 Maverick St., Marblehead, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts English
Class Secretary 4 . . . Merrimackan 4 . . . Warrior 1 ,2,4,4 . . .
Carillon 3,4 .. . Literary Club 3 (V. Pres.), 4 . . . Penman Club
3 4 Onstagers 1,2,3 . . . Orientation Committee 2 . . . Junior
Week Committee 3.
WILLIAM J. HYLAN
28 Mort Ave., Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Accounting Club 1 . . . Business Club 2,3,4 . . . Sigma Beta Kappa
2,3,4 . . . Junior W’eek Committee 3 . . . Intramurals 1,2,3.
KENNETH M. INAMORATI
405 Westford St., Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities-Education
Aegidians 4 (Pres.) . . . N.F.C.C.S. 1,2 . . . Choral Society 1,2
Ski-Mers 2
mittee 2 .
Variety Troupe 1 Orientation Com-
Bachelor of
Engineering
Beta Kappa
RICHARD A. JENSEN
30 Crescent Ave., Melrose, Mass.
Qrionrp Electrical Engineering
Guild 1,2,3,4 . . . A.I.E.E.-I.R.E. 2,3 . . . Sigma
2,3,4 . . . Intramurals 2,3,4.
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ARTHUR H. JONES, JR.
Washington St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts
A.I.E.E. 1,2,3,4 . . . Epsilon Delta Society 1,2,3,4.
Mathemalirs
NICHOLAS C. KANAVOS
62 Twelfth St., Lowell', Mass.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Accounting Club 1 . . . Business Club 2,3,4 . . . Sigma Beta
Kappa 3,4 .. . Junior Week Committee 3.
FRANCIS J. KEARNEY
45 Woburn St., Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Chemistry
Benzene Ring 1,2,3,4 . . . A.C.S. 3,4 .. . Caducean 4 . . . Intra-
murals 2 . . . Science Fair Committee 3.
EUGENE A. KELLEY
40 Trenton St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Accounting Club 1,2 . . . Business Club 2,3,4 . . . Debating Club
1 (V. Pres.), 2 . . . Onstagers 3,4 .. . Young Democrats 1,4 . . .
Orientation Committee 2.
RUTH A. KELLEY
19 Dana St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts
.
Humanities-Education
Merrimackan 3 . . . Warrior 2 . . . Aegidians 4 . . . Cultural
Heritage Club 3 . . . Orientation Committee 2.
ERNEST J. KELLY
124 Whitcomb Ave., Littleton, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Business Administration
Warrior 1,2 (News Co-Editor), 3 (Co-Editor) . . . Business C ub
1,2,3,4 . . . Sigma Beta Kappa 1,2,3,4 . . . Spanish-Amencan Club
1,2 (Treas.)
.
First row:
JOHN J. KELLY, JR.
73 Emerald St., Medford, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Civil Engineering
SUSAN F. KENNEDY
19 Lawrence Dr., North White Plains, N. Y.
Bachelor of Arts English
Merrimackan 4 . . . Warrior 1,2 .. . Choral Society 1 . . . On-
stagers 1,2,3,4 . . . Residents’ Club 1 . . . Spanish-American CTub
2,3 .. . Orientation Committee 2.
HERBERT P. KENYON
200 Highland Ave., Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Business Administration
Business Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Ski-Mers 1,2,3,4 . . . Intramurals 2.
RAYMOND A. KINGMAN
102 Leach St., Salem, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Merrimackan 4 . . . Accounting Club 1 . . . Business Club 3,4
. . . N.F.C.C.S, 1 . . . Onstagers 1,2,3 (V Pres.), 4 (V. Pres.)
. . . Radio Club 4 . . . Ski-Mers 1,2,3,4 . . . Orientation Com-
mittee 2 . . . Junior Week Committee 3.
SYLVIA M. KUZMINSKI
Chandler Ave., Plaistow', N. H.
Bachelor of Arts Mathematics
Epsilon Delta Society 1,2,3,4 . . . Onstagers 2 . . . Ski-Mers
1,2,3,4 . . . Ski Team 3,4 .. . Tennis Club 2 . . . Orientation
Committee 2.
JUDITH A. LAGASSE
43 Adams St., Haverhill, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities-Education
Aegidians 4 . . . Cultural Heritage Club 3,4.
MARY H. KERONSKI
5 Hampshire Rd., Methuen, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Secretarial Science-Education
Secretarial Science Club 1,2,3,4.
ALEXANDER J. LAMIE
25 South Warren St., Haverhill, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Biology
Benzene Ring 3,4 . . . Caducean Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Science Fair
Committee 3.
WILFRED J. LANDRY
74 Law'rence St., Salem, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Electrical Engineering
Engineering Guild 1,2,3,4 . . . A.I.E.E. 1,2,3 . . . I.R.E. 1,2,3
. . . I.E.E.E. 4 . . . Ski-Mers 2,3,4.
ROBERT F. LANGLOIS
24 Dester St., Lynn, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Business Administration
Accounting Club 1 . . . Business Club 3,4 .. . Choral Society 4
. . . Young Democrats 4 . . . Cultural Heritage Club 3,4 .. .
Sociology Club 3,4 .. . N.F.C.C.S. 3,4 . . . Intramurals 2 . . .
Orientation Committee 2.
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MARIE T. MARCUCCI
106 Hudson St., Somerville, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Medical Technology
Cuducean Club 1,2,3 . . . Choral Society 2,3 .. . Ski-Mers 2,3.
WILLIAM J. MARION, JR.
545 Halstead Ave., Mamaroneck, N. Y.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities
Dormitory Council 3 (Pres.), 4 . . . Phi Kappa Theta 1,2 (Sergeant-
at-Arms), 3,4 .. . Ski-Mers 1,2,3,4 . . . Sociology Club 3 . . .
Tennis Club 2,3.
ARTHUR LaPORTE, JIL
56 West Sixth St., Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Student Council 1,2,3 (V. Chairman), 4 . . . Business (dub 3,4
. . .
Accounting Club 1 . . . Phi Kappa 1 hela I * V . Pres.) 2,3,4
Ski-Mers 2 . . . Junior Week Committee 3 . . . Intramurals
1,2,3 . . . Radio Club 4 (Advisory Hoard).
AMANDA LATOURELLE
7 Bellerve Ave., Winchester, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Sociology
Merrimackan 4 . . . Warrior 4 . . . N.F.C.C.S. 3 . . . Onstagers
1 . . . Sociology Club 2,3,4 . . . Junior Week Committee 3 . . .
Orientation Committee 2.
ANDRE E. LeBLANC
9 Orchard St., Amesbury, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts HistoryEducation
Aegidians 3,4 .. . Cultural Heritage Club 3,4 .. . International
Relations Club 1.
KATHERINE E. LEE
5 Main St., Malden, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts English
Literary Club 3,4 . . . Penman Club 2.
DAVID R. LEONARD
54 Evers St., Bridgeport, Conn.
Bachelor of Arts English
Warrior 3,4 .. . N.F.C.C.S. 1,2 .. . Penman Club 4 . . . Residents
Club 1 . . . Sigma Beta Kappa 1,2,3,4 . . . Intramurals 2 . . .
Orientation Committee 2.
GILBERT A. MacDONALD
27 Vine St., Lynn, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts
„ . .
Economics
Warrior 4 . . . Economics Club 3,4 . . . \ arsity Club 2,3,4 . . .
Math Club 1 . . . Basketball 2,4 .. . Ski-Mers 4 . . . Intramurals
1.2.3.4 . . . Orientation Committee 2.
JAMES MACHAKOS
33 Linden Road, Peabody, Mass.
Bachelor of Science
Merrimackan 3,4 .. . Accounting Club L-,3,4
Business Club 3,4 • - • Phi Kappa Theta 2,3,4 . . .
Accounting
(Treas.) . . .
Intramurals 3,4.
Bachelor of Arts
Class President 4
JOSEPH MACHERA
99 Phillips St., Lawrence, Mass.
History-Education
Cultural Heritage Club 3,4 ... \ ariety
CATHERINE M. MAXWEI L
34 Edmands Road, North Andover, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Secretarial Science-Education
Aegidians 3,4 .. . Secretarial Science Cluh 1,2,3,4 . . . Ski-Mers
2,3,4.
denise p. McCarthy
10 Binney St., Andover, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Secretarial Science-Education
Aegidians 4 . . . Secretarial Science Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Ski-Mers 2,3.
KATHERINE A. McGRATH
39 Witham Ave., Dracut, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts tfumanities-Education
Aegidians 3,4 .. . Cultural Heritage Club 3,4 .. . Literary Club
4 ... N.F.C.C.S. 1 . . . Onstagers 2 . . . Tennis Club .1 . . .
Ski-Mers 1,2,3,4.
MAUREEN A. McGURN
47 Warnock St., Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities-Education
Aegidians 4 . . . Cultural Heritage Club 3,4 .. . Epsilon Delta
Society 1 . . . Literary Club 4 . . . N.F.C.C.S. 1,2,3,4 . . . Political
Science Club 2.
KATHERINE M. MESSIER
33 Durant St., Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts English
Cultural Heritage Club 3 . . . Carillon 2 . . . Literary Club 3,4
. . . N.F.C.C.S. 1 . . . Onstagers 2 . . . Penman Club 2,4 . . . Ten-
nis Club 1 . . . Ski-Mers 1,2,3,4 . . . Orientation Committee 1 . . .
Junior Week Committee 3.
DONALD M. MISENTI
West Pine St., Plaistow, N. H.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities
Merrimackan 4 . . . Carillon 1,2,3,4 . . . Penman Club 1,2,3,4
(Pres.).
JOSEPH H. McHUGH
179 Pine St., Danvers, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Accounting
Student Council 2 . . . Merrimackan 3,4 (Business Manager)
. . . Accounting Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Sigma Beta Kappa 1,2,3 (V.
Pres.), 4 . . . Sanctuary Society 3 (V. Pres.), 4 . . . Winter
Weekend Committee 3 (Business Manager).
FREDERICK R. McNAMARA
98 Park Ave., East Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts History
Student Council 4 . . . Cultural Heritage Club 3 (Sec.-Treas.) . . .
Delta Phi Kappa 3,4 .. . Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
CLAIRE MEARLS
6 Wildwood Road, Lexington, Mass
Bachelor of Arts Biology
Caducean Club 1,2,4.
RICHARD M. MEDINA
13 Loris Road, Peabody, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Business Administration
Business Club 2,3,4 . . . Sigma Beta Kappa 2,3,4 . . . Junior Week
Committee 3.
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Second row:
First row:
MARY A. MORAN
271 West Third St., Moorestown,
Bachelor of Science
Physics Club 2,3,4 . . . Ski-Mers 1,3,4.
N. J.
Physics
ROBERT B. NANGLE
55 Bowen St., Newton Centre, Mass.
Bachelor of Science
Accounting Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Business Club 1,2,3,4 . .
Kappa 2,3,4 . . . Basketball 1,2 .. . lntramurals 2,3,4.
Accounting
Sigma Beta
EDWARD F. MORLEY, JR.
7 Alma Lane, Danvers, Mass.
Bachelor of Science „ „
Electrical Engineering
Student Engineering Guild 1,2,3,4 . . . I.R.E. 1 ,2,3,4.
KATHLEEN F. NELLIGAN
49 Carmel Road Andover, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts History-Education
Class Treasurer 4 . . . Merrimackan 4 . . . Warrior 2,3 . . . Cul-
tural Heritage Club 3,4 . . . Aegidians 3,4 . . . N.F.C.C.S. 1,2 .. .
Spanish-American Club 2 . . . Contemporary Sound Society 2
Ski-Mers 1,2,3,4 . . . Junior Week Committee 3 . . . Orienta-
tion Committee 2.
13
Bachelor of Science
Benzene Ring 1,2,3,
4
mittee 3.
RITA MURPHY
Fairlaivn St., Malden, Mass.
Chemistry
N.F.C.C.S. 1,4 .. . Science Fair Com-
SANDRA A. NISCO
1026 83rd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bachelor of Arts Mathematics
Merrimackan 3,4 .. . Warrior 3 . . . Dormitory Council 2,3 .. .
Epsilon Delta Society 2,3 (Sec.-Treas.), 4 (Pres.) . . . Cultural
Heritage Club 3 . . N.F.C.C.S. 3,4 . . . Ski-Mers 2,4.
JAMES P. NANGLE
5 Bresnahan Ct., Beverly, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Electrical Engineering
Engineering Guild 1,2,3,4 . . . I.R.E. 3 (Sec.) . . . A.I.E.E.
. . .
Ski-Mers 2,3,4.
J. RICHARD NOEL
256 Main St., Haverhill, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Sociology
Young Democrats 4 . . . Sociology Club 3,4 .. . On-Stagers 1,2.
ANNE M. O’CONNOR
32 Pearl St., Lawrence, Mass.
Sociology
Class Treasurer 3 . . . Class Vice-President 4 . . . Merrimackan
3,4 (Assistant Editor) . . . Cultural Heritage Club 3,4 .. . Choral
Society 1,2 .. . N.F.C.C.S. 2 . . . Sociology Club .3,4 . . . Spanish-
American Club 2 (Sec.) . . . Junior Week Committee 3 . . . Ori-
entation Committee 2.
GORDON J. O’KEEFE
151 Spruce St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities
Warrior 4 . . . Basketball 2 . . . Varsity Club 2,4 .. . Ski-Mers 4
. . .
lntramurals 1,2,3,4 . . . Orientation Committee 2.
First row: Second row:
BENJAMIN F. OLDFIELD
329 High St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Business Administration
PHILIP F. PARADIS
115 Maple St., Methuen, Mass
Bachelor of Arts Sociology
Hockey 2 ... Phi Kappa Theta 2,3,4 . . . Sociology Club 3,4 .
Young Democrats 4 (Vice Pres.) . . . Intramurals 2,3,4.
KATHLEEN C. O’NEIL
37 Autumn Lane, Waltham, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Mathematics-Education
Aegidians 4 . . . Onstagers 4 . . . Math Club 4 . . . Penman Club
1,2 .. . Contemporary Sound Society 2.
ROSEMARIE P. PECCI
21 Bruce St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts English-Education
MerrimackAN 4 . . . Warrior 2,3 . . . Vegidians 4 . . . Literary
Club 3,4 .. . Warrior Boosters 2,3.
BARBARA M. OSTIGUY
21 Book St., Dracut, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Mathematics
Epsilon Delta Society 1,2,3,4 . . . N.F.C.C.S. 4 . . . Cultural Heri-
tage Club 4.
WALTER J. PELCZAR
115 Allston St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Mathematics
Epsilon Delta Society 1,2,3,4 . . . Tennis 1,2 .. . Tennis Club
1,2,3,4 . . . Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
PATRICIA A. OVERLAN
12 Lloyd Rd., Tewksbury, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Sociology
Sociology Club 3,4
LAUREL A. PELKEY
333 Bridge St., Hamilton, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts History
Merrimackan 4 (Assistant Editor) . . . Dormitory Council 4 . . .
Carillon 1,2,3,4 . . . Choral Society 1,2,3 . . . Penman Club 1,2,3,4.
ARLENE S. PELLETIER
2A Sunset Road, Salem, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Medical Technology
Epsilon Delta Society 2 (Sec.-Treas.) . . . Benzene Ring 1,2,3
. . . Caducean Club 1,2,3 . . . Tennis Club 1,2 .. . Political Sci-
ence Club 2 . . . Ski-Mers 1,2,3.
JOHN H. PERREAULT
835 Mammoth Road, Dracut, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts English
Merrimackan 3,4 (Editor-in-Chief)
. . . Carillon 1,2,3,4 (Editor)
. . . Penman Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Phi Kappa Theta 2,3,4 . . . Sanctuary
Society 1,2 .. . Junior Week Committee 3 . . . Orientation Com-
mittee 2 . . . Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
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ANNE V. QUINN
198 Lynnfield St., Peabody, Mass
Bachelor of Arts Biology
Benzene Ring 4 . . . Caducean Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Choral Society 2
. . . Junior Week Committee 3.
EDWARD C. RAU
4A Salem St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Accounting
MICHAEL C. PEZZETTI
142 Pleasant St., Southbridge, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E. 3,4 .. . Engineering Cuild 1,2,3,4.
JOHN H. PHINNEY
65 Jacob St., Malden, Mass.
Bachelor of Science
_
Physics
Physics Society 3,4 . . . Sanctuary Society 1 . . . Phi Kappa Theta
2,3,4 . . . Ski-Mers 1,2 .. . Orientation Committee 2 . . . Intra-
murals 1,2.
JUDITH K. PIEKOS
127 Sixth St., Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts English
Warrior 4 . . . Literary Club 3,4 .. . On-Stagers 2 . . . N.F.C.C.S.
1,2 .. . Penman Club 4 . . . Ski-Mers 1,2,3,4 . . . Tennis Club 1
lnnior Week Committee 3 . . . Orientation Committee 2.
STANLEY F. PISKADLO
15 Brook St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Electrical Engineering
Engineering Guild 3,4 . . . I.R.E.-A.I.E.E. 2,3 . . . I.E.E.E. 4 (Chair-
man) .
ROBERT C. POTHIER
19 Carleton Ave., Bradford, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts
Economics Club 3 . . . Phi Kappa Theta 2,3,4 .
2,3,4 . . . Ski-Mers 1,2,3,4 ... Ski Team 2,3,4 . .
crats 4 . . . Intramurals 2,3,4.
Economics
. Varsity Club
Young Demo-
WILLIAM S. POWELL
199 May St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts English
Warrior 2 . . . Literary Club 3,4 .. . N.F.C.C.S. 2,3,4 . . . On-
Stagers 1,2,3,4 . . . Penman Club 3,4 .. . Spanish-American Club
^ Tpnnis r.lllh 2.3.
DAVID M. PROPHET
Pleasant St., West Brookfield, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E. 3,4 .. . Engineering Guild 3,4 .. . I.R.E. 2,3,4 . . . Resi-
dent’s Club 1.
CAROLYN M. PUNCH
40 St. Mary’s Road, Milton, Mass.
achelor of Arts
[errimackan 4 . . . Epsilon Delta Society 1,2 .
,2,3,4 . . . Resident’s Club 1 . . . On-Stagers_l,2
Sociology
Cheerleader
Sociology
:iub 3 (Sec.), 4 . . . Ski-Mers 2
Orientation Committee 2.
Junior Week Committee 3
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PHILIP E. ROCHE
1659 Osgood St., North Andover, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities-Education
Sanctuary Society 1,2,3 . . . Phi Kappa Theta 1,2,3,4 . . . Orienta-
tion Committee 2 . . . Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
JUDITH A. ROSSELLI
Randolph Road, Wilmington, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Biology
Caducean Club 1,2,3,4 . . . N.F.C.C.S. 1,2,3,4 .... Ski-Mers 1,2.
JEANNETTE ST. GERMAIN
6 Bradford Place, Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities-Education
Aegidians 3,4 .. . N.F.C.C.S. 3,4 .. . Spanish-American Club 3
. . .
Literary Club 4.
MAXINE S. SERETNA
7 Woodlawn Ave., Chelmsford, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Economics
Merrimackan 3,4 (Assistant Editor) . . . Warrior 2,3 .. . Eco-
nomics Club 3 . . . Dormitory Council 2,3 (A ice Pres.), 4 (Pres.^
. . .
Ski-Mers 2,3 .. . Junior Prom Co-Chairman.
ERMANO F. ROSSI
44 Monroe St., Amesbury, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Accounting
Accounting Society 1,2,3 (Pres.), 4 . . . Debating Society 1 . . .
Ski-Mers 2,4.
HARVEY F. ROWE
142 Willow Road, Nahant, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts History-Education
Merrimackan 4 • • • Warrior Staff 1,2,3,4 . . . Cultural Heritage
Club 3,4 .. . Phi Kappa Theta 1,2,3 (Vice Pres.) . . . Sanctuary
Society 1,2 .. . Hockey 1 . . . Ski Team 2,3 (Co-Captain), 4 . . .
Varsity Club 1,2,3 (Vice Chairman), 4 . . . Intramurals 1,2,3,4 . . .
Orientation Committee 2.
CARL E. RUSSELL
10 Roosevelt Ave., North Chelmsford, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Biology
Epsilon Delta Society 1 . . . Sociology Club 4.
J. TIMOTHY SAMWAY
34 Parker St., Bangor, Me.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities
Merrimackan 2,3,4 (Assistant Editor) . . . Warrior 2,3,4 . . . Dor-
mitory Council 2,3,4 . . . Sanctuary Society 1,2 (Vice Pres.), 3
(Pres.) . . . Siyma Beta Kappa 1,2,3,4 . . . Young Republicans 3
(Pres, i . 4 . . . Varsity Club 3 (Treas. ), Sailing Team 1,2 (Cap-
tain), 3 (Captain), 4.
SHIRLEY E. RAUSON
127 Stiles St., Stratford, Conn.
Bachelor of Science Biology
Merrimackan 3,4 .. . Warrior 2,3 .. . Caducean Club 1,2,3,4 . . .
N.F.C.C.S. 1,2,3,4 . . . Ski-Mers 2,3,4 . . . Resident’s Club 1,2 . . .
Junior Week Committee 3 . . . Orientation Committee 2.
CAROL A. READY
36 Elm St., Andover, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Sociology
Merrimackan 4 . . . Choral Society 1,2,3,4 . . . Literary Club 2
. . . Sociology Club 3,4 .. . Junior Week Committee 3.
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First row: Second row:
THOMAS C. SIEKMAN
27 Hall Ave., Somerville, Mass.
Bachelor oj Science Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E. 4 . . . Engineering Guild 1,2,3,4.
BERNARD II. SMITH, JR.
8 Laurel Ave., Methuen, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Business Clul> 1,2,3,4 . . . Cultural Heritage Club 2,3 . . . Young
Democrats 1,2,3,4 . . . Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
JAMES F. SLATTERY
87 West Sixth St., Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Class Vice-President 3 . . . Warrior 2 . . . Business Club 2,3,4
. . .
Sigma Beta Kappa 2,3,4 . . . Spanish-American Club 2,3 . . .
Intramurals 1,2,3,4 . . . Orientation Committee 2.
HERBERT F. SMITH
2445 Fox Ave., Baldwin, N. Y.
Bachelor of Science Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E. 3,4 .. . Engineering Guild 1,2,3, 4 . . . Intramurals 1,3.
MARCIA D. SLEDZIEWSKI
Bachelor of Science Secretarial Science
Secretarial Science Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Ski-Mers 1,2,4 . . . Junior
Week Committee 3.
MICHAEL L. SOKOLOWSKI
520 Pawtucket St., Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities-Education
Aegidians 4 . . . Literary Club 3,4 .. . Political Science Club 1
. . .
Tennis Club 1,2,4 . . . Orientation Committee 2.
MARY C. SMALL
53 Nelson St., Braintree, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Biology
Dormitory Council 2,3,4 . . . Caducean Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Choral
Society 1,2,3 . . . Residents’ Club 1 . . . Ski-Mers 2 . . . Junior
Week Committee 3 . . . Orientation Committee 2.
GERALD J. STANGANELLI
R.F.D. #1, Patterson, N. Y.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Business Club 2,3,4 . . . Ski-Mers 3,4.
GERALD R. STOPYRA
74 Park St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities
Phi Kappa Theta 2,3,4 . . . Basketball 1,2,3,4 . . . Varsity Club 2,3.
ANDREW J. STOLLAR
Court St., Exeter, N. H.
Bachelor of Science Business Administration
First row: Second row:
STELLA M. SURAWSKI
8 Currier St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Humanities-Education
Contemporary Sound Society 2 . . . Penman Club 3.
JOANNE M. TRAINOR
853 Massachusetts Ave., Arlington, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Historv-Education
Merrimackan 4 . . . Warrior 3 . . . Residents’ Club 1 . . .
Aegidians 3,4 .. . Cultural Heritage Club 3,4 .. . Secretarial
Science Club 1 . . . Junior Week Committee 3.
LESLIE A. SWTFT
272 Vernon St., Norwood, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts English
Merrimackan 4 . . . Warrior 3 . . . Dormitory Council 3, 4 . . .
Choral Society 1 . . . Residents’ Club 1 . . . Orientation Com-
mittee 2.
DAVID B. TROMBLY
281 Middlesex St., North Andover, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Accounting Club 1 . . . Choral Society 1.2,3 (Pres.), 4 . . . On-
stagers 3 i Business Mgr.l . . . Radio Club 4 . . . Sigma Beta
Kappa 2,3,4 . . . Orientation Committee 2.
JOHN K. TAYLOR
31 Gill Ave., Methuen, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Sociology
Merrimackan 4 . . . Sociology Club 3,4 (Pres. > . . . Young
Democrats 4 (Pres.).
ROSEMARY TROSKY
81 Carrol Ave., Brockton, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Secretarial Science
Merrimackan 4 . . . Accounting Club 2 . . . Aegidians 3,4 .. .
N.F.C.C.S. 1,2,3,4 . . . Choral Society 1 . . . Onstagers 3 . . .
Residents’ Club 1,2 .. . Secretarial Science Club 1,2,3. 1 . . . Ski-
Mers 3 . . . Junior Week Committee 3.
MICHAEL A. TORLA
117 Willow St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Electrical Engineering
Warrior 2 . . . A.I.E.E. 2,3,4 . . . Engineering Guild 1.2.3.4 . . .
Intramurals 1,2.
ROBERTA J. VILLANTI
24 Neptune St., Beverly, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts English
THOMAS P. WALSH
20 Wilmot St., Lawrence, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts Sociology
Merrimackan 3,4 .. . Sociology Club 3,4 .. . Spanish-American
Club 2 . . . Onstagers 4 . . . Ski-Mers 2,3,4 . . . Variety Show
2 . . . Y'oung Democrats 4 . . . Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
JAMES A. WARD
98 Linebrook Rd., Ipswich, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Warrior 2,3 .. . Accounting Club 1 . . . Business Club 3,4 .. .
N.F.C.C.S. 1,2,3,4 . . . Onstagers 2,3 (Pres.), 4 . . . Ski-Mers
3 . . . Orientation Committee 2.
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MARY A. WASKOWICZ
45 Walnut St., Naugatuck, Conn.
Bachelor of Arts Biology
Warrior 1,2,3 . . . Benzene Ring 4 . . . Catluccan (.lull 1,2,3,
1
(See.) . . . Residents’ Club 1 . . . Junior Week Committee 3.
FRANCIS J. WELCH
1 Stevens St., Methuen, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts History-Education
Merrimackan 4 (Assistant Editor) . . . Warrior 2,3,1 . . . Aegi-
dians 3,4 .. . Choral Society 2 . . . Cultural Heritage Club 3,1
. . .
Political Science Club 2 . . . Sociology Club 2 . . . Ski-Mer-
2 . . . Variety Show 2 . . . Young Democrats 4.
MAUREEN J. WINN
142 Oakland Ave., Methuen, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts
Aegidians 3,4 . Cultural Heritage
Mathematics-Education
Club 2,3,4.
PATRICIA A. ZILONIS
31 Methuen St., Lowell, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Secretarial Science
Secretarial Science Club 3,4 . . . Math (dub 1,2 ... 1 olitical
Science Club 2 . . . Cultural Heritage Club 4.
THEODORA A. ZUBRINSKI
4 Kenilworth St., Andover, Mass.
Bachelor of Arts History-Education
Warrior (Assistant Feature Editor) 3,4 .. . Aegidians 4 . . .
Choral Society 1,2,3,4 . . . Cultural Heritage Club 3,4.
ROBERT H. ZUCCARO
18 Roslyn St., Salem, Mass.
Bachelor of Science Chemistry
Merrimackan 4 . . . Benzene Ring 1,2,3,4 (Pres.) . . . Caducean
Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Math Club 2,3 .. . A.C.S. 3,4 .. . Ski-Mers 3,4
. .
.
Intramurals 2,3,4 . . . Junior Week Committee 3.
PHOTOS NOT AVAILABLE
WILLIAM T. FAHY
42 Bratley St., Melrose, Mass.
Bachelor of Science
' Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E. 3,4 .. . Engineering Guild 1,2,3,4.
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Maxine Seretna
1962-1963
Ernest Kellv
1961-1962
’
Katherine Lee
1962-1963 Frederick MacNamara
1962-1963
Who’s Who Among
William Hart
1961-1962
\ J
4
Sandra Nisco
1962-1963
American Colleges
and Universities
Anne Marie O’Connor
1962-1963
Daniel Hughes
1961-1962, 1962-1963
Margaret Coughlin
1962-1963
Joseph Machera
1962-1963
32
Donna Ashton
1961-1962
Donald Misenti
1962-1963
Arthur LaPorte
1961 - 1962
,
1962-1963
Kathleen Carroll
1961 -1962
,
1962-1963
Gerald Barry
1962-1963 '
Laurel Pelkey
1961 -1962
,
1962-1963
Jean Carey
1962-1963
Theodore Chiricos
1961-1962
Nationwide recognition has been given by Who’s
Who Among American Colleges and Universities to
twenty members of the Class of 1963. These students
were accepted by the organization after being offici-
ally recommended by Merrimack College.
In making its selection the campus nominating com-
mittee considered the student's scholarship, his partici-
pation and leadership in academic and extra-curricular
activities, his citizenship, his service to the College,
and his indication of future prominence.
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Hey, Baby—How’d you like a little punch?
SOUR NOTES
Day ends . . . books rest
lonely in silent shadows.
I’ve got the world on a string!
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Don’t try to look so
innocent, Fred. That
cigarette is burning a
hole in your pocket.
Jim Ward and his music provided many enjoyable hours during our four years,
and who of us will ever forget his performances on Parents Night or as the
Stage Manager in Our Town.
A final measure of scattered notes, offbeats, echoes of chords that were,
and of themes that could have been . . . and now my song is complete.
Its theme is well fashioned.
But my song will never end. It may pause briefly, but only to allow new
voices to enter while older ones leave. The melody is with me—now soft,
now loud, now a whispered fragment. Through all the days as long as there
is me, my song will remain.
II"T"-7.71LV
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THE 1963 MERRIMACKAN STAFF
Editor-in-Chief
STAFF
John Perreault
Assisant Editor Michael Twomev
Business Manager Joseph McHugh
Sports
DEPARTMENT EDITORS
Theodore Chiricos
Literary Jean Carey
Underclass and Faculty 4 Maxine Seretna
Photography Laurel Pel key
Activities Anne Marie 0 Connor
Seniors Francis Welch
GENERAL STAFF
Donald Misenti Joanne Cushing Whitney Coffin
Mildred Matasso Patricia Ryan Thomas Walsh
Maureen Brennan Judith Sullivan Mary Vnne Romanowicz
Barbara Cronin Judith Tcehan Christine Gagnon
Patricia Hurley Jeanne Gilbert Elaine DiBenedetto
Rosemarie Pecci Carol Herchen Rosemary Trosky
Carol Ready Carol Connally Kenneth Taylor
Carolyn Punch Mary Dunphv Micki Ciocea
Anita Coffey Regina Klimas I rish Devaney
Timothy Samway Jerry Borgal Peggy Coughlin
Amanda LaTourelle Carlene Graziano Kathy Nclligan
Lucia Comas Robert King Ray Kingman
Daniel Hughes David Cleary Robert Zuccaro
Albert Conti Harvey Rowe Joan Foley
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
I he 1963 MERRIMACKAN is t lie product of long weeks and months of
hard work. Conceived in the hope that it would be an accurate portrayal of
the last of four years, the staff sincerely believes that it has accomplished this
end. We would at this time like to publicly thank the following for their
cooperation and assistance.
• Rev. Donald X. Burt. O.S.A.; We thank you for your endless enthusiasm and
the constant reassurance that the knowledge of your presence gave us.
• Mr. John Ursprung, Jr., of William T. Cooke Publishing, Inc.; We thank you
for your genuine and vital interest in us and for your willingness to cooperate
with us in our more hectic moments.
• Mr. Robert Talbot of Loring Studios: \\ c thank you for your patience and
understanding in the face of our wildest demands and we wish you the best
of success in your new endeavors.
• To the Staff: We thank you for all that you have done and would especially
like to thank Mike Twomey, Joe McHugh, A1 Conti, Jean Carey, Maxine
Seretna, Laurel Pelkey, Frank \\ elch, Anne Marie O’Connor, Ted Chiricos,
and Don Misenti. ithout these people this hook would not have been
possible for it is wholly a result of their willingness, enthusiasm, and talents.
John H. Perreault
Editor
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PATRONS OF MERRIMACK COLLEGE
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold M. Adiletti Longmeadow, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Henry J. Adrien Lynn, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Edward H. Allen South Hadley, Mass.
Mrs. Nicholas Anciello Cambridge, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Donald E. Anderson, Sr Lynn, Mass.
Mr. Andrew J. Angelo Somerville, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Wm. Kenneth Ashton Lynn, Mass.
Mr. Joseph F. R. Baril Worcester, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Eddie Barnaby Fall River, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur W. Batson Portland, Maine
Mr. & Mrs. Francis P. Battles Nahant, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Harold F. Baxendale Attleboro, Mass.
Mr. John W. Beavers Washington, D. C.
Mr. H. L. Bialock Glen Ridge, N. J.
Mrs. J. Griffith Boardman Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. & Mrs. J. Antonio Boisjoly Lowell, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Angelo Bonica Newton, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. H. J. Booth, Jr Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Michael Bordonarco Wethersfield, Conn.
Mr. & Mrs. Paul A. Boucher Reading, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. J. Albert Bradley No. Andover, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Harold J. Brown Inwood, L. I.
Mr. Bias E. Bruzual Caracas, Venezuela
Mr. Eugene A. Buckley, Jr Yonkers, N. Y.
Mr. Thomas Bulcroft, Sr Salem Depot, N. H.
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Burke Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Donald L. Burnham Minerva, N. Y.
Mr. E. A. Butzberger Oradell, N. J.
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis H. Campbell Greenfield, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Capozzoli Haverhill, Mass.
Mr. Anthony P. Cappetta North Haven, Conn.
Mr. & Mrs. Angelo Carito Lowell, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond C. Carr Springfield, Mass.
Dr. & Mrs. Francis B. Carroll Waban 68, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph D. Carroll Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. John J. Casey No. Chelmsford, Mass.
Dr. & Mrs. Armand Castagna Havertown, Pa.
Mrs. Agnes Ceccarelli Fairfield, Conn.
Mr. & Mrs. William A. Childs Troy, N. Y.
Mr. & Mrs. Tadeucz Chylinski Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel Ciaealdi, Sr Methuen, Mass.
Mr. Edward F. Cleary, II Dedham, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Vincent J. Cockroft Chelmsford, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. V. Whitney Coffin Middleton, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. R. W. Collins Baldwin, N. Y.
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Connolly Portland, Maine
Mr. & Mrs. Albert Conti Edgewood, R. I.
Mr. Anthony R. Conti W. Orange, N. J.
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel C. Coughlin Bradford, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. William G. Crosman Hanson, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Harold W. Cuddy New Haven, Conn.
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon E. Cunningham. ...Lexington, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Daly Malden, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Charles J. Dannemann Towanda, Pa.
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert J. D'Arcy Arlington, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Peter F. Davoli Haverhill, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Walter J. Deladurantaye....Amesbury, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred DelColle Lynn. Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. F. Del Rosso Riverside, R. I.
Mr. & Mrs. A. L. Del Vecchio Longmeadow, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Francis T. DeMarchi Stoneham, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Deyoung West Islep, N. Y.
Mr. & Mrs. Philip DiBenedetto Methuen. Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph F. Dolan Arlington. Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph F. Dolan Peabody, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Edward J. Donahue No. Andover, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Edward T. Donahue Peabody, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Donohue Norwood, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas F. Doody Somerville, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. John T. Dunford Brewster, N. Y.
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Dunphy Rutherford, N. J.
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel J. D’Urso Methuen. Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley J. Dziadosz Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Shester Dzierzak Peabody, Mass.
Mr. Robert F. Edmunds W. Hartford, Conn.
Mrs. Chester Ellison..... Reading, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Roy Erickson Massapequa, N. Y.
Mr. & Mrs. John Evan Norristown, Pa.
Mrs. Althea M. Evans Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph J. Fedorchuk Lawrence, Mass.
Mrs. Elena S. Ferraro Everett, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. John Finley Glen Cove, N. V.
Mr. Robert E. Finn Winchester, Mass.
Mrs. Thomas G. Finucane Chevy Chase, Md.
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Fitzpatrick Reading, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. James E. Foley Woburn, Mass.
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Mr. & Mrs. John J. Foley Milton, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Emile L. Fournier Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Gerard B. Fox Wayland, Mass.
Mr. Edward P. Freedman Salem, Mass.
Mr. Lloyd C. Fuglesang Plymouth, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred J. Gallant Lynn, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Ernest Gallant Reading, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. F. Garbarino Farmington, Conn.
Dr. & Mrs. Anthony \V. Gasson Mansfield, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Gaughen E. Weymouth, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Gauthier Pelham, N. H.
Mr. & Mrs. Victor Geiger Yonkers, N. Y.
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph C. Ghiloni, Sr Coral Hills, Md.
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene J. Gilbert Laconia, N. H.
Mr. & Mrs. Willard O. Giggey Reading, Mass.
Mr. Thomas J. Gilmartin Stoneham, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Gilmore Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Roland J. Giroux Lowell, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Edward J. Glotch Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. William Goelz W. Orange, N. J.
Mr. & Mrs. George A. Goepfrich New Britain, Conn.
Mr. & Mrs. Orlando Greco, Sr Athens, N. Y.
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Greenhalge, Jr Beverly, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. W. D. Griffin Northampton, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Grusheski Peabody, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Louis Haddad Willimantic, Conn.
Mr. & Mrs. F. S. Haniewich Darien, Conn.
Mr. & Mrs. J. R. Hanna Bronxville, N. Y.
Mr. & Mrs. J. Elwood Hart Newton, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Harty, Sr Haverhill, Mass.
Mr. W. J. Haviland Belmont, Mass.
Mr. George J. Herbert Morristown, N. J.
Mr. Stephen S. Higgins Wollaston, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Theophile Hill Scarsdale, N. Y.
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Hilyard Middleton, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. G. M. Holmstrom New Bedford, Mass.
Mrs. Lewis Irolla Hempstead, N. Y.
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred J. Jennings Fairfield, Conn.
Mr. Daniel L. Jerry Plattsburgh, N. Y.
Mr. & Mrs. James R. Johnson Fall River, Mass.
Mr. Kasper Kasparian No. Andover, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. E. Kauk Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mr. & Mrs. Edward T. Kelley Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. James W. Kielt Freeport, N. Y.
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Kilinski Amsterdam, N. Y.
Mr. Edward G. Knell Meriden, Conn.
Mr. & Mrs. Edward F. Kotler Rego Park, N. Y.
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Koloshey Bradford, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. B. J. Konavage Naugatuck, Conn.
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph P. Kort No. Andover, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Koski W. Groton, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. John Kuliesh Haverhill, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred LaBrie Salem, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Charles E. LaFreniere Manchester, Conn.
Mr. & Mrs. A. H. Lallv Salem, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Vincent B. Lally Wantagh, N. Y.
Mr. Henry P. Latourelle Winchester, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. John D. Lawler Arlington. Mass.
Mr. Patrick J. Lawton, Sr Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. Athena Liakos Arlington, Mass.
Mr. Arasimo Lipomi Lowell, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Lomas, Jr W. Peabody, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Lucas Stamford, Conn.
Mr. & Mrs. William P. Lyons Haverhill, Mass.
Dr. & Mrs. Donald F. Macdonald Brewer, Maine
Mr. & Mrs. H. J. Maeurer E. Rockaway, N. Y.
Mr. Vincent N. Majeski Wakefield, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Henry E. Maney Georgetown. Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Edward F. Manning Arlington, Mass.
Mr. Herman N. Martin Reading, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Frank P. Maselli Medford. Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Roger M. Mara Manchester, N. H.
Mr. & Mrs. W. J. Marion Mamaroneck, X. Y.
Mr. Thomas A. Matthews Barrington, R. I.
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Maxwell No. Andover, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Gerard Mayotte Lowell, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. John B. McAllister /....Andover, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Philip G. McAndrew Elizabeth, N. J.
Mrs. A. J. McCarville Freeport, N. Y.
Mr. & Mrs. V. Paul McCauley Roslyn Heights, X. Y.
Mr. & Mrs. Granville H. McDormand Lynn, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. McHugh Danvers, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. James McKinnon Humarock, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Robert McLean Fairfield, Conn.
Mr. & Mrs. John J. McMorrow Methuen, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. S. X. McXally Bangor, Maine
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Mr. & Mrs. H. Menary Irvington, N. J.
Mr. & Mrs. William J. Meyer Garden City, N. Y.
Mrs. Dorothy M. Miele Waltham, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. S. Philip Misenti Plaistow, N. H.
Capt. & Mrs. Frederick T. Moore, Jr Washington, D. C.
Mr. & Mrs. Jay H. Morgan Mineola, N. Y.
Mr. Edgar R. Morin Biddeford, Maine
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Morley Danvers, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas E. Munigue Trumbull, Conn.
Mr. John C. & Margaret H. Mullay Fall River, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. J. Chester Mullen Wellesley, Mass.
Dr. & Mrs. Richard Munce Bangor, Maine
Mr. & Mrs. Frank A. Neldligan...
Mr. & Mrs. William Nisco
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. O’Connor
Mr. W. B. O’Keefe
Mr. & Mrs. John T. Oleks, Sr
Mr. & Mrs. Ivan K. Olson
Mr. Eugene J. O’Neil
Mr. C. Leonard O’Neill
Mr. John L. Osborne, Jr
Mr. Gertrude Ouellette
Mr. Philip Parisi
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Patten
Mr. William J. Patterson
Mr. & Mrs. George Perreault
Mr. & Mrs. V. F. Perreault
Andover, Mass.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lawrence, Mass.
Rowley, Mass.
Peabody, Mass.
Malden, Mass.
Waltham, Mass.
Barrington, R. I.
Weston, Conn.
E. Longmeadow, Mass.
Gloucester, Mass.
Medford, Mass.
Peabody, Mass.
Dracut, Mass.
Wyckoff, N. J.
Mr. Arthur A. Picchese E. Weymouth, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Alfonse Pilai Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph F. Pitch Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. E. Arthur Pratt Springfield, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Denis Proulx Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Edgar A. Proulx Amesbury, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Richard D. Provencher Lowell, Mass.
Mr. John Przybyla Dracut, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Walter J. Punch Milton, Mass.
Mr. David A. Quinn Beverly, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Quinn No. Reading, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. A. Rathgeber New Britain, Conn.
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley J. Rauson Stratford, Conn.
Mrs. Joseph Reardon Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Wallace Regan Norwalk, Conn.
Mr. John R. Reis Greenwich, Conn.
Mr. & Mrs. Louis J. Riso Baldwin, N. Y.
Mrs. Mary Rizzo Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Frank A. Komar Georgetown, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Euclide Roy Southbridge, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene J. Rutkowski Somerset. Mass.
Mr. James J. Samway Bangor. Maine
Mr. & Mrs. Vito Scaturro Winchester, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Schena Haverhill. Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. John Serafin Bridgeport, Conn.
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Seretna Chelmsford, Mass.
Mrs. Stella P. Sledziewski Lowell, Mass.
Mr. Charles P. Slowey Haverhill, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard H. Smith, Sr Methuen, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert B. Smith Baldwin, N. Y.
Mrs. Stephen M. Smith, Sr Thompsonville, Conn.
Mrs. Mary R. Spurk Lowell. Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph A. Stewart Haverhill, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Augustine Stopyra Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. John Sullivan Cambridge, Mass.
Mrs. Michael F. Sullivan Nashua, N. H.
Mr. & Mrs. T. S. Tabit Stamford. Conn.
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome Tennien Pittsford, \ t.
Mr. & Mrs. Oscar Thibeault Berlin, N. H.
Mr. Joseph F. Thomas Washington, D. C.
Mr. & Mrs. Henry I. Thompson Reading, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Wesley E. Thornton v ..Stratford, Conn.
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Topham. ...Framingham Centre, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Tosches W. New \ork, N. J.
Mrs. Katherine Trencliar New \ork, N. \.
Mr. Harold W. Trombly No. Andover, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph B. Twomey Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas P. Walsh Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. John H. Ward Ipswich, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Casimir Waskowicz Naugatuck, Conn.
Mr. John E. Wennogle Summit, N. J.
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Weshonko Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. John J. Wheeler Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. John O. Wilhlm Melrose, Mass.
Mr. C. Leon Wilkins Danvers, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. John Winskowicz Danvers, Mass.
Mr. & Mrs. Guy Zuccaro Salem, Mass.
Anonymous
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John P. Albert
Brentwood Motel
Buck’s Fine Pastry
Attorney A. Kenneth Carey
Colonial Machinery Co
Mr. and Mrs. Angelo DeRoso
Dr. George B. Dinan
Edward B. Doucette
Henry M. Gerasin Co
Arthur H. Jones, Jr
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Kendrick
Klimas Real Estate Agency
The Laurene Company
Luceri Motor Sales
Midland Garments Incorporated....
Morris Sign Service
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Stott
Tad Mag, Inc
Trombly Brothers
A Friend
Waterville, Maine
Cape Cod. Massachusetts
...Philadelphia 35. Pennsylvania
Danvers, Massachusetts
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Lawrence, Massachusetts
Reading, Massachusetts
Lewiston, Maine
Boston, Massachusetts
Lawrence, Massachusetts
Brookline. Massachusetts
Terryville, Connecticut
Goshen, Connecticut
..North Reading, Massachusetts
Lodi, New Jersey
Lawrence, Massachusetts
Burlington, Massachusetts
Warwick, Rhode Island
North Andover, Massachusetts
Needham 92, Massachusetts
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